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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’¢Õßæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å Ú æ√–Õß§å
§◊Õ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õ—∞¡√“¡“∏‘∫¥‘π∑√ √—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯
·≈–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ∑√ß™à«¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’¥Ÿ·≈æ√–Õπÿ™“
∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å„π¢≥–∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å ¥â«¬§«“¡√—°Õ—π∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï¢Õßæ’Ë∑’Ë¡’μàÕπâÕß ∑√ß¡’
§«“¡„°≈â™‘¥ π‘∑ π¡√—°„§√à°≈¡‡°≈’¬«°—π ·¡â‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å·≈–æ√–Õπÿ™“°Á¬—ß§ß¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°ºŸ°æ—π
Õ¬à“ß·πàπ·øÑπ‰¡à‡ ◊ËÕ¡§≈“¬
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra has a unique place in Thai history as the elder sister of two of
Thailandûs most loved and revered monarchs of recent times, King Ananda
Mahidol, Rama VIII, and King Bhumibol Adulyadej, Rama IX, of the illus-
trious Chakri Dynasty. When the royals were young and growing up, Her Royal
Highness was closely involved in their upbringing showing the loving care and
affection that only a dedicated sister could. Spending time in their youth in
distant and foreign lands, afforded the opportunity for the three young royal
siblings to nurture an extremely close and intimate bond of affinity that not
only could never be severed but would persist well into their adulthood.



§ « “ ¡ ºŸ ° æ— π § √—È ß ‡ ¬ “ «å «— ¬

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ çæ’Ë “«∑’Ë√—°πâÕßé ¥â«¬
 “¬„¬·Ààß§«“¡ºŸ°æ—π¢Õß§«“¡‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’ ¥—ß¢âÕ§«“¡„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å
ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé ∑√ß‡≈à“
∂÷ß§«“¡∑√ß®”∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å

·√°‰«â«à“
ç...¢â“æ‡®â“‡Õß®”‡Àμÿ°“√≥å ”§—≠π’È

‰¡à‰¥â‡≈¬‡æ√“–Õ“¬ÿ‡æ’¬ß Ú ¢«∫ Ù ‡¥◊Õπ ·μà§ß¬‘π¥’
Õ¬à“ß¡“°∑’Ë‰¥âπâÕß ´÷Ëß§ß‰¡à‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß∏√√¡¥“π—° ‡æ√“–„πÀ≈“¬§√Õ∫§√—«≈Ÿ°§π‚μ
¡—°®–Õ‘®©“πâÕß∑’ËÕàÕπ°«à“‰¡à¡“°π—° ‡æ√“–æàÕ·¡à¡—°„Àâ§«“¡ ”§—≠·°à≈Ÿ°§π„À¡à
·μà∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ ·¡à ·≈–·Àππ§ß‰¥âÕ∏‘∫“¬‡√◊ËÕßπâÕß∑’Ë®–‡°‘¥‰«âÕ¬à“ß¥’ ¢â“æ‡®â“®÷ß√Ÿâ ÷°
√—°·≈–Õ¬“°™à«¬‡≈’È¬ßπâÕß...é

æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å¢Õß‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§ǻ ÷Ëßæ√–‡™…∞
¿§‘π’∑√ß‚Õ∫·≈–∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√æ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å·√°¥â«¬¥«ßæ√–‡πμ√ ÿ°„  Õ∫Õÿàπ
·≈–Õ“∑√ ¥—ß∑’Ëª√“°Ø„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé ∫àß∫Õ°∂÷ß
§«“¡ºŸ°æ—πÕ—π≈÷°´÷Èß·≈–§«“¡√—°Õ—π∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï∑’Ë çæ’Ë¡’μàÕπâÕßé ‰¥â‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’
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C h i l d h o o d  B o n d s

Recognized as ça devoted and loving sisteré, HRH
Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has never
ceased to be concerned with the well-being of her two male siblings. This
loving bond is most poignantly underscored and apparent in an excerpt from a
book entitled çFrom Little Princes to Young Kingsé written by Her
Royal Highness herself where she chronicles the earliest memories she has of
her first younger brother,

çI myself do not actually recall the actual happenings of
this incident because I was only two years and four months old at the time but
I must have been overjoyed with the birth of my brother. This was quite
unexpected as in most families the older child is usually envious of a new
addition to the family because the parents usually give their attention to the
new child. In my case, Mother and Nan must have prepared me for the birth
of my brother so well that I became affectionate to him and wanted nothing but
to nurture and care for this little brother of mine....é

These sentiments reflecting the close bond between the two
siblings are clearly illustrated in one photograph of the two royal children taken
during this period in which the elder sister is shown holding her brother in her
arms and gazing fondly at him with her eyes brimming with genuine joy and
affection.
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‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“Õß§å∑’Ë Õß‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™
 ¡¿æ §«“¡∑√ß®”∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕæ√–Õπÿ™“ ÷́Ëß∑√ß‡Õà¬

æ√–π“¡«à“ æ√–Õß§å‡≈Á° ª√“°Ø„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å
‡¥’¬«°—ππ’È«à“

ç...¢â“æ‡®â“Õ¬“°‡ÀÁππâÕß„°≈âÊ ·≈–
Õ¬“°·μ–μâÕß ·μà∑’Ë‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈‡¢“°Á„Àâ¥Ÿ‡æ’¬ß
À≈—ß°√–®°∑’Ë°—ÈπÀâÕß‡¥Á°‰«â ‡¡◊ËÕ°≈—∫¡“∫â“π·≈â«
¢â“æ‡®â“‰¥â∂“¡·Àππ«à“ ùπâÕß§π„À¡àπ’ÈæŸ¥‰∑¬
‰¥âÀ√◊Õ‡ª≈à“û „π∑’Ë ÿ¥À≈—ß®“°∑’Ë‰¥â‰ªæ—°ºàÕπ

ª√–¡“≥ Ò  —ª¥“Àå ·¡à·≈–πâÕß°Á°≈—∫¡“∫â“π
§√“«π’È¢â“æ‡®â“°Á πÿ°„À≠à ·Àππ®–Õ“∫πÈ” ·μàßμ—«

À√◊Õ∑”Õ–‰√„ÀâπâÕß ¢â“æ‡®â“μâÕß‡¢â“‰ª¬ÿàßÕ¬Ÿà¥â«¬‡ ¡Õ
®π·Àππ∑π‰¡à‰À« μâÕß‰ªøÑÕß·¡à ¢â“æ‡®â“‡≈¬∂Ÿ°Àâ“¡

‰¡à„Àâ‰ª¬ÿàß„π‡«≈“‡À≈à“π—Èπ...é
æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å

∑√ß©“¬æ√âÕ¡¥â«¬æ√–Õπÿ™“§√—Èß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å®”π«π¡“°∑’Ë∑√ß‡™‘≠¡“≈ßæ‘¡æåà „π
æ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé ‡™àπ ¿“æ¢≥–∑√ßÕÿâ¡æ√–Õπÿ™“
æ√–Õß§å‡≈Á°¥â«¬§«“¡∑–πÿ∂πÕ¡ª√–¥ÿ®ª√–§Õß‡§√◊ËÕß·°â«∑’Ë∫Õ∫∫“ß ∑—Èß¬“¡ª√–∑—∫
∫πæ√–‡æ≈“·≈–„πÕâÕ¡æ√–æ“À“ À√◊Õ∑√ß©“¬√à«¡°—π∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å ®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“
æ√–Õπÿ™“Õß§å‡≈Á°®–ª√–∑—∫„°≈â™‘¥æ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’‡ ¡Õ
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindraûs fondest memories of the birth of her second brother, known to
her as Phra Ong Lek, are also recorded in the same book:

çI wanted to take a close look at him and to actually
touch him but the hospital would not permit it. So I was forced to observe him
from the nursery window in the maternity ward. When we came home, I asked
Nan whether my new brother would be able to speak Thai. After a week of
recuperation, Mother and my new baby brother were able to come home. That
was when the fun began. Whenever Nan bathed or dressed him, I would hang
around trying to have a hand in the process. I interfered so much that Nan had
to report me to Mother and from then on I was forbidden to get in the way
during those times....é

A large number of photographs of Her Royal Highness
and her younger brothers appear in çFrom Little Princes to Young

Kingsé. There are many photographs of her holding her second brother and
cherishing him as if he were a piece of delicate china. There also appear
photographs of the future HM King Bhumibol Adulyadej seated on his sisterûs
lap with his sisterûs arms wrapped around him. In the other photographs
depicting all three of the young royal children together, Her Royal Highness is
constantly seen close to her youngest brother.
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‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°∑√ßæ“§√Õ∫§√—«‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫
‡¡◊Õß‰∑¬„π æ.». ÚÙ˜Ò π—Èπ ‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ·Ààß√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈∑—Èß Û æ√–Õß§å ‰¥â
‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“¢÷Èπ‚¥¬≈”¥—∫ ·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å∑√ß·¬°¬â“¬‰ª∑√ß»÷°…“„π‚√ß‡√’¬πμà“ßÊ
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“‰«â„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬

‡≈Á°Ê -  ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ç...¢â“æ‡®â“§ß‰¥â‡¢â“‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’‡¡◊ËÕª≈“¬ªï ÚÙ˜Ò
À√◊Õ‡¥◊Õπæƒ…¿“§¡ ªï ÚÙ˜Ú ªïπ’ÈπâÕß∑—Èß Õß¬—ß‰¡à‰¥â‡¢â“‚√ß‡√’¬π æÕ∂÷ßªï ÚÙ˜Û
æ√–Õß§å™“¬°Á‰¥â‡¢â“‡√’¬π„π™—ÈπÕπÿ∫“≈ Ò ‚√ß‡√’¬π¡“·μ√å‡¥Õ’«‘∑¬“≈—¬ æ√–Õß§å‡≈Á°
∂÷ß·¡â«à“¬—ß‰¡à‰¥â‡¢â“‚√ß‡√’¬π ¡—°®–μ‘¥√∂‰ª àßæ’ËÊ...é

∂÷ß·¡â«à“·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å®–μâÕß∑√ß·∫àß‡«≈“ à«πÀπ÷Ëß ”À√—∫
°“√»÷°…“ ·μà§«“¡ºŸ°æ—π√—°„§√à√–À«à“ß çæ’ËπâÕßé ∑’Ë‡§¬¡’¡“·μà∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å°ÁÀ“‰¥â
≈¥πâÕ¬≈ß‰ª‰¡à ‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê çæ’ËπâÕßé ∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å¬—ß§ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–Õß§å„°≈â™‘¥
°—π‡ ¡Õ ‡™àπ ‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß‡¢â“‚√ß‡√’¬π°—πÀ¡¥∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å·≈â« ®–‡ ¥Á®‰ª‚√ß‡√’¬π
æ√âÕ¡°—π‚¥¬√∂¬πμåæ√–∑’Ëπ—Ëßμ√–‡«π àßæ√–Õπÿ™“Õß§å‚μ°àÕπ ®“°π—Èπ®÷ß àßæ√–Õß§å
∑’Ë ‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’ ‡¡◊ËÕ‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫®–°≈—∫‰¡àæ√âÕ¡°—π æ√–Õπÿ™“Õß§å‡≈Á°°Áμ‘¥√∂‰ª√—∫¥â«¬
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¬°μ—«Õ¬à“ß ç‰ª‰Àπ‰ª¥â«¬°—πé
‰«â „πæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡¥’¬«°—ππ’È«à“ ç...∑ÿ°‡™â“æ’ËπâÕß “¡§π®–μâÕßÕÕ°‰ª‚√ß‡√’¬π¥â«¬°—π
√∂¬πμå®–·«– àßæ√–Õß§å‡®â“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈œ ∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬π¡“·μ√å‡¥Õ’°àÕπ ·≈â«®–·≈àπ‰ª∑’Ë
‚√ß‡√’¬π‡∑æ»‘√‘π∑√å‡æ◊ËÕ àßæ√–Õß§å‡®â“Õ“π—π∑œ ·≈–„π∑’Ë ÿ¥°Á®–æ“¢â“æ‡®â“‰ª∑’Ë
‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’é

™’ «‘ μ ·   π  ÿ ¢ „ π «— ß   √ – ª ∑ÿ ¡

· ≈ – „ π ª √ – ‡ ∑ »   «‘ μ ‡ ´ Õ √å · ≈ π ¥å
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H a p p y  T i m e s  a t  S r a  P a t h u m  P a l a c e

a n d  i n  S w i t z e r l a n d

At the time when HRH Prince Mahidol of Songkhla took
his family back to Thailand in 1928, the three children were of school age and
were sent to various schools for their education. In the book çFrom Little

Princes to Young Kingsé, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra writes, çWhen I first enrolled at Rajini School
either toward the end of 1928 or in May 1929, my two brothers were not yet
old enough for school. Phra Ong Chai started school in 1930, attending first
year kindergarten at Mater Dei School. Phra Ong Lek was not ready for school
at that time but he would often ride in our car and send us off at our respective
schools....é

Although the young princes and princess had to spend time
away from each other when they were at school, they remained very close to each
other. The affectionate bond of affinity between them could not be weakened.
They would be driven to school in the same car, first dropping off the elder
prince at his school and then the royal princess at Rajini School. The royal
children returned home separately but the youngest brother usually rode in the
car to pick them up. Her Royal Highness cites an example of this spirit of
çtogethernessé in the same book: çEach morning all three of us would leave for
school together. First we would drop Phra Ong Chao Bhumibol Adulyadej off
at Mater Dei School, then on to Debsirin School to drop Phra Ong Chao
Ananda Mahidol off and the last drop off would be for me at Rajini School.é
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‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß«à“ß®“°°“√»÷°…“‡≈à“‡√’¬π ‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å
°Á®–∑√ß‡≈àπ¥â«¬°—π„πÀ¡Ÿàæ’ËπâÕß¿“¬„π«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡ ¥—ß¡’æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å∑√ß‡≈àπ´π
‡™àπ‡¥Á° “¡—≠∑—Ë«‰ª¥â«¬§«“¡ ”√“≠æ√–Àƒ∑—¬„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«

°…—μ√‘¬åé ‡™àπ ∑√ß‡≈àπ√∂‡¢Áπ ‡≈àπªíôπ¥‘ππÈ”¡—π ‡≈àππÈ” ‡≈àπ‰ø ‡≈àπ∑√“¬ ·≈–‡≈àπ
‚°π®ÿ° μ“¡∑’Ë∑√ß‡ÀÁπæ‘∏’ ‚°π®ÿ°∑’Ëμ”Àπ—°¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ ´÷Ëß
∑√ß®”¡“‡≈àπ ‡ªìπμâπ

„π‡«≈“μàÕ¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßæ“æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“
‰ªª√–∑—∫¬—ßª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å ‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“
¢÷Èπ‚¥¬≈”¥—∫ §«“¡ºŸ°æ—π„°≈â™‘¥®“°‡¥‘¡∑’Ë‡§¬∑√ß‡≈àπ·∫∫‡¥Á°Ê ‰¥â‡ª≈’Ë¬π¡“
‡ªìπ°“√‡≈àπ∑’Ë¡’ª√–‚¬™πåμàÕ°“√»÷°…“ ∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß‡√◊ËÕßπ’È ‰«â«à“ çæ’ËπâÕß°Á™à«¬°—π
À“§«“¡√Ÿâ‚¥¬°“√‡≈àπμà“ßÊ ‡™àπ ‡«≈“√—∫ª√–∑“πÕ“À“√®–‡≈àπ∑“¬Õ–‰√°—πμà“ßÊ
∫“ßæ—°®–‡ªìπ‡°¡¿Ÿ¡‘»“ μ√å ∫“ßæ—°°Á®–‡ªìπ‡°¡ª√–«—μ‘»“ μ√å ·μàæ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
·≈–æ√–Õπÿ™“®–‡≈àπÕ–‰√À≈“¬Õ¬à“ß ÷́Ëß®–π”ª√–‚¬™πå¡“‰¥â¿“¬À≈—ß...é

„π∞“π–∑’Ë∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’®÷ß∑√ß™à«¬‡À≈◊Õæ√–Õπÿ™“
„π¥â“πμà“ßÊ ∑’Ë¬—ß‰¡à∑√ß∂π—¥ ‡™àπ ∑√ß√—∫Àπâ“∑’ËÕà“πÀπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå∑’Ë¡“®“°‡¡◊Õß‰∑¬
„Àâæ√–Õπÿ™“øíß √«¡∑—Èß∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∂«“¬§”·π–π”æ√–Õπÿ™“„Àâ∑√ß‡¢’¬π‰ª√…≥’¬∫—μ√
 àß‰ª∂«“¬ ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ §«“¡ºŸ°æ—π√—°„§√à¢Õß‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ·Ààß
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈®÷ß‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà „π¥«ßæ√–Àƒ∑—¬¢Õß∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å π—∫μ—Èß·μà∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å
‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ◊ËÕ¡§≈“¬μ≈Õ¥¡“
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At Sra Pathum Palace, the three royal siblings derived
immense joy from playing together during their free time. The çFrom Little

Princes to Young Kingsé book features a large collection of photographs
depicting the three of them engaging in delightful activities, such as playing
with pushcarts, sculpting clay or experimenting with water, fire and sand. There
are also photographs of them in a mock-up topknot tonsurate ceremony that they
had observed at the royal residence of their paternal grandmother, HM Queen
Sri Savarindira the Queen Grandmother.

After the Princess Mother had taken her children to live in
Switzerland and the three royal children had grown up, the childhood bond of
play activities would subsequently be replaced by activities of a more serious
and educational nature. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra gives the following account of some of these activities, çThe
three of us educated ourselves through a variety of fun and games. For
example, we would have quizzes during meal times. These were sometimes on
the topics of geography or history. His Majesty King Ananda Mahidol and his
younger brother engaged in a lot of activities which proved to be beneficial to
them in later times.é

As the older child Her Royal Highness helped her brothers
in different tasks that they were not old enough to manage on their own, for
example, she would read aloud the Thai newspapers that came all the way from
their home country for her brothers. She also advised the two young princes on
the wording used on postcards they wrote to their grandmother, HM Queen Sri
Savarindira the Queen Grandmother. Formed early on in their childhood this
bond of care and affection would develop and be firmly established among the
three royal siblings.
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°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß§√—Èß„À≠à¢Õß§√Õ∫§√—«
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈π—∫μ—Èß·μà Ÿ≠‡ ’¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™π° À—«Àπâ“§√Õ∫§√—« ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ˜Ú ‰¥â
‡°‘¥¢÷ÈπÕ’°§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª°‡°≈â“
‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ß ≈–√“™ ¡∫—μ‘ „π æ.». ÚÙ˜˜
æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ ∑√ßÕ¬Ÿà
„π≈”¥—∫·√°·Ààßæ√–√“™«ß»å´÷Ëß ¡§«√®–∑√ß ◊∫
√“™ —πμμ‘«ß»å

√—∞∫“≈‰¥â°√“∫∫—ß§¡∑Ÿ≈‡™‘≠æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ
æ√–Õß§å‡®â“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å „À≠à¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å®÷ß¥”√ßæ√–∞“π– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’‡æ’¬ß
æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß°“√¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å¢Õß
æ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å·√°‰«â„ππ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù ©∫—∫∑’Ë ˜˘ «—π∑’Ë
Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ «à“ ç...©—π‰¡à√Ÿâ ‡æ√“–©—π‰¡àÕ¬Ÿà ©—π‰ªÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë¿Ÿ‡¢“...®”‰¡à
‰¥â‡≈¬«à“∑√“∫‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‰√«à“√—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯ ‰¥â¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å...©—π‰¡àÕ¬Ÿà„π‡Àμÿ°“√≥å ·μà
∑√“∫∑’À≈—ß«à“‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß‰√ æ’ËπâÕßæŸ¥°—πÕ¬à“ß‰√ ·¡à∑”Õ¬à“ß‰√∑’Ë√—∞∫“≈‰ª‡ΩÑ“ ‰ª¢Õ
‰ª∑”Õ–‰√∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß...é
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After the tragic loss of their father in 1929, the Mahidol
family was unexpectedly confronted with another personal upheaval on the
abdication of King Prajadhipok in 1934 and the casting of the young Prince
Ananda Mahidol as first in line of succession.

The government was going to institute the Prince as the
eighth monarch, Rama VIII, of the Chakri Dynasty. All of a sudden HRH
Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra now found
herself in the prominent position of only sister to the new king. She records the
ascension to the throne of her first brother in çPloy Kam Petché magazine,
Vol.4, Issue 79, May 15th, 1995: çI did not know of the impending event
because I was not at home; I was vacationing in the mountains at the time...I
cannot remember how I came to learn of his being proclaimed King...I was not
present during the course of events but was later told of what my brothers and
mother had said and done, how the audience with the government had gone and
other events that took place....é
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‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™ ¡∫—μ‘ æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬»¢Õß ¡“™‘°„π
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈‰¥â‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¥â«¬ ç·¡àé ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫ ∂“ªπ“¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™
™ππ’»√’ —ß«“≈¬å çæ’Ë “«é ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫ ∂“ªπ“‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ·≈– çπâÕß™“¬é ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫ ∂“ªπ“‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“πâÕß¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ ·μà ¡“™‘°„π§√Õ∫§√—«√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å¬—ß§ßªØ‘∫—μ‘
æ√–Õß§å‡À¡◊Õπ‡¥‘¡‰¡à‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß ¥—ß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß‡≈à“‰«â „πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ‰¥â°√“∫∑Ÿ≈∂“¡
æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—««à“∑√ß¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°Õ¬à“ß‰√‡¡◊ËÕæ√–‡™…∞“‡ ¥Á®¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å
¡’√—∫ —Ëß«à“ ç‰¡à¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°Õ–‰√ ‰¡à‰¥â¡’§«“¡μ◊Ëπ‡μâπÕ–‰√‡ªìπæ‘‡»… ∑√ß®”‰¥â«à“  Õß
Õß§åæ’ËπâÕß∑√ß‡ÀÁπ«à“μ≈°¥’∑’ËºŸâ∑’Ë‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“«“ß∑à“ ßà“ºà“‡º¬Õ¬à“ß∑“ß°“√‡À≈◊Õ‡°‘π
(pompous)...é

®“°π—Èπ „π æ.». ÚÙ˜¯ §√Õ∫§√—«√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈‰¥â¬â“¬
∑’Ëª√–∑—∫®“°·ø≈μ„π‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå¡“¬—ß∫â“πÀ≈—ß„À≠à°«à“‡¥‘¡∑’Ë‡¡◊Õßæÿ¬¬’ „°≈â°—∫
‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå §◊Õ æ√–μ”Àπ—°«‘≈≈“«—≤π“ ´÷Ëß∑’Ëª√–∑—∫·Ààß„À¡àπ’È¡’∂÷ß ÒÛ ÀâÕß ¡’
‚√ß√∂μà“ßÀ“° ¡’ «π√Õ∫Ê ∫â“πæÕ ¡§«√ ∑’Ë∫â“πÀ≈—ß„À¡àπ’È çæ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«·≈–
æ√–Õπÿ™“ª√–∑—∫∑’ËÀâÕß°≈“ß∑’Ë¡’ ÕßÀπâ“μà“ß...é æ√–Õπÿ™“∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å¬—ß∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘
æ√–Õß§å¥—ß∑’Ë‡§¬ªØ‘∫—μ‘ ‡™àπ ∑√ß≈â“ß√∂ ∑” «π ∑√ß¡’§«“¡ πÿ°°—∫°“√‡ªìπ·∫∫„Àâ
∂à“¬¿“æ ¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ßμ—Èß ‚¡ √ª“μ“ªÿ¡ (Club Patapoum) ¢÷Èπ„π æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß§“¥«à“æ√–Õπÿ™“∑—Èß Õßπà“®–∑√ßπ”
§«“¡§‘¥¡“®“°Àπ—ß ◊Õ°“√åμŸπ∑’Ë¡’‡¥Á°‡ªìπμ—«≈–§√ ”§—≠ ¡’§≥–°√√¡°“√·≈– ¡“™‘°
¡“°¡“¬„ππ“¡¢Õß ‚¡ √ ·μà∑√ß¥”‡π‘π°“√‡æ’¬ß Õßæ√–Õß§å‚¥¬∑√ß√—∫μ”·Àπàßμà“ßÊ
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When Prince Ananda Mahidol was proclaimed King Rama
VIII, all the members of the Mahidol family were promoted in their royal rank
and title. çMotheré was created Phra Rajajonani Sri Sangvalya and çSisteré
became HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana while the çYounger brotheré was
created HRH Prince Bhumibol Adulyadej. Nevertheless, these titles did not
affect their ordinary conduct in any way. All the members of the Mahidol
family continued to act as before. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom
Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra wrote that she had once asked His Majesty
the King of his feelings when he had learned of his elder brother becoming
King of Thailand. The young prince replied that he felt ç...indifferent and was
not particularly excited with the turn of events. But he remembered that the two
brothers could not help but be bemused by the exceedingly pompous manners of
those who sought an audience with the new king.é

After his agreement to assume the throne, the Mahidol
family relocated from their apartment in Lausanne to a more spacious house in
the town of Pully near Lausanne. Later known as the Villa Vadhana royal
residence, this house had thirteen rooms with a separate garage and reasonable
garden space. At the new house ç...the king and his younger brother occupied
the central bedroom with two windows....é The two brothers continued to
behave in the same way as before, performing their usual chores of washing the
car and gardening. They took up photography and enjoyed acting as models for
each other. The brotherly bond of closeness was strengthened through the
variety of activities and interests that they shared, for example, the establish-
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 ≈—∫°—π ∑√ß„™âμŸâ‡ ◊ÈÕºâ“‡ªìπÀâÕßª√–™ÿ¡¢Õß ‚¡ √ °“√∑√ß‡≈àπμ—Èß ‚¡ √π’È πÕ°®“°
‡ªìπ°‘®°√√¡∑√ß‡≈àπ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡ πÿ°·≈â« ¬—ß‰¥â∑√ßΩñ°°“√ÕÕ¡‡æ◊ËÕπ”‰ª ◊́ÈÕ¢Õß∑’ËμâÕß
æ√–√“™ª√– ß§å¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß‰¥â

 ‚¡ √ª“μ“ªÿ¡‰¥â ß‡§√“–Àå ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ßæ√–ª√–™«√¢≥–∑√ß»÷°…“Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë ‚√ß‡√’¬π
π“π“™“μ‘„ππ§√‡®π’«“ ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ‚√ß‡√’¬πª√–®” ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°≈àÕß∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥‡∑à“°—∫°≈àÕß
√Õß‡∑â“ ç...¢â“æ‡®â“ÕÕ°®–‰¡à‰«â„®π—° ‡æ√“–®¥À¡“¬¢Õß ‚¡ √ª“μ“ªÿ¡ à«π¡“°®–
‡ªìπ°“√≈âÕ‡≈àπÀ√◊ÕÀ¬Õ°°—π ·μà‡¡◊ËÕ‡ªî¥¢÷Èπ„π°≈àÕß¡’‰°à¬à“ß‡≈Á°Ê μ—«Àπ÷Ëß ™ÁÕ°‚°·≈μ
·≈–Õ◊ËπÊ æ√âÕ¡∑—Èßæ√„ÀâÀ“¬‡√Á«Ê ·≈– ª.≈. ∑’Ë∫Õ°„Àâ —ß‡°μ«à“ ‚¡ √‡ªìπºŸâ®à“¬‡ß‘π
‰¡à„™à·¡à...é ¢Õß∑√ß‡¬’Ë¬¡‰¢â àß¡“®“° ‚¡ √¥â«¬‡ß‘π¢Õß ¡“™‘° ¿“¬„μâ°“√¥”‡π‘π°“√
¢Õßæ√–Õπÿ™“ Õßæ√–Õß§å ·¡â‡ªìπ°“√∑√ß‡≈àπ πÿ° ·μà‡ªìπ ‘Ëß –∑âÕπ∂÷ß§«“¡√—°
§«“¡Àà«ß„¬∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕ°—πÕ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ
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ment of Club Patapoum in 1938. Her Royal Highness assumes that the
brothers might have drawn inspiration for this club from a particular comic
book whose leading characters were children. Although Club Patapoum had an
established committee and seemed to have many officers, it actually consisted
of only the two princes, who took turns in assuming different positions in the
Club, and the venue for its meetings was a closet. Apart from serving as an
outlet for their childhood imaginations and creativity, the Club also provided
the two princes with the opportunity of learning how to put away some money
as savings to buy certain items they wished.

Club Patapoum once came to the rescue of Her Royal
Highness when she became sick while attending to her studies at an interna-
tional boarding school in Geneva. On this occasion she received a parcel the
size of a shoe-box mailed from the Club. Her Royal Highness writes, çI was
rather suspicious of the contents of the box because most of the mail from Club
Patapoum usually came in the form of a joke or prank. But when I opened this
box I found a small grilled chicken, chocolates and other items together with a
get-well card wishing me a speedy recovery from my sickness. On the card was
a postscript which drew my attention to the fact that it was the Club not
Mother who had paid for these items....é It was obvious that the gift came from
the club membersû fees on the initiative of the two brothers. As well as being
an amusing pastime activity this simple act clearly illustrates the enduring love
and concern for one another.



æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õ—∞¡√“¡“∏‘∫¥‘π∑√ √—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯
HM King Ananda Mahidol, Rama VIII
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∑ √ ß ‡ §’ ¬ ß ¢â “ ß æ √ – Õ πÿ ™ “ ∑ÿ ° ‡ ¡◊Ë Õ

‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å „À≠à∑√ß¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™ ¡∫—μ‘‡ªìπ
ç¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé ·≈–¡’æ√–√“™¿“√°‘®„π∞“π–ª√–¡ÿ¢¢Õßª√–‡∑»  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ‰¥â ‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®‡§’¬ß¢â“ßæ√–Õπÿ™“‰ª∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘
æ√–√“™¿“√°‘®πâÕ¬„À≠à‚¥¬‰¡à∑√ß‡∫◊ËÕÀπà“¬ ·≈–∂÷ß·¡â«à“∫“ß§√—Èß®–‰¡à “¡“√∂‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®
‰¥â  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’°Á®–∑√ßμ‘¥μ“¡æ√–√“™°√≥’¬°‘®∑’Ë∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘¥â«¬
§«“¡ πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬

„π æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈
‡ ¥Á®œ π‘«—μæ√–π§√§√—Èß·√°  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ·≈–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π ‰¥â‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®œ ¥â«¬
∑√ßøóôπ§«“¡À≈—ß„π§√—Èßπ—Èπæ√–√“™∑“ππ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù ©∫—∫∑’Ë
˜˘ «—π∑’Ë Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ §«“¡«à“

ç...μÕπ°≈—∫¡“ Ú æ√–Õß§å§ß¡’§«“¡ ÿ¢ ‡æ√“–°≈—∫¡“¥â«¬
‡√◊Õ‡¥‘π ¡ÿ∑√‡¥π¡“√å°‡≈Á°Ê (‡√◊Õ¡’‚Õ‡π’¬ ¢Õß∫√‘…—∑Õ‘ μå‡Õ‡™’¬μ‘§) ‰ª‡°“– ’™—ß ®“°
‡°“– ’™—ß®–¢÷Èπ‡√◊Õ√∫»√’Õ¬ÿ∏¬“ ∑à“π°Á πÿ°°—π...·μà∑’Ë©—πμ°„®·≈–μ◊Èπμ—π¥â«¬§◊Õ
‡¡◊ËÕ¢÷Èπ‡√◊Õ√∫¢÷Èπ¡“®“° —π¥Õπ ¢÷Èπ¡“μ≈Õ¥·¡àπÈ”‡®â“æ√–¬“  ÕßΩíòß·¡àπÈ”§π§Õ¬‡μÁ¡
§Õ¬¥Ÿ‡æ√“–∫â“π‡¡◊Õß‰¡à¡’æ√–‡®â“·ºàπ¥‘π¡“π“π·≈â« §Õ¬¥Ÿ«à“‡¥Á°·§à‰Àπ...é
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C o n s t a n t  C o m p a n i o n

After the elder of her younger brothers had ascended the
throne as çthe young monarché, he was required to perform many royal duties.
HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra
untiringly accompanied her brother at most of these functions. On the occasions
when she was unable to do so she would follow his work and performance with
utmost interest.

In 1938, King Ananda Mahidol, Rama VIII, made his
first visit to Thailand after his accession to the throne. Her Royal Highness, the
Princess Mother and the present King accompanied King Rama VIII on this
momentous trip. Her Royal Highness gives the following account of her reminis-
cences of the particular event in çPloy Kam Petché magazine:

çThe two brothers must have been happy on this trip
because we travelled on a small ship of Danish nationality (by the name of
Myonia) which belonged to the East Asiatic Company. The ship docked at Koh
Sichang and from there we travelled on board the vessel, Sri Ayutthaya,
belonging to the Royal Thai Navy. My brothers enjoyed themselves
tremendously...But what I found most overwhelming was the amazing sight that
greeted us after the battleship had entered the mouth of the river dune. We
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μ≈Õ¥√–¬–‡«≈“∑’Ëæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑
¡À‘¥≈ ª√–∑—∫∑√ßß“πÕ¬Ÿà„πª√–‡∑»‰∑¬  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
‰¥â‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®æ√âÕ¡¥â«¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’·≈–æ√–Õπÿ™“‰ª∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®
‡§’¬ß¢â“ß¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åæ√–Õß§åπâÕ¬‡ ¡Õ ‡™àπ ‡ ¥Á®„πß“π©≈Õß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ ≥ æ√–√“™
Õÿ∑¬“π √“≠√¡¬å ‡ ¥Á®‡¬’Ë¬¡‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å·≈– ∂“π‡ “«¿“ ‡ ¥Á®Õ¬ÿ∏¬“
·≈–≈æ∫ÿ√’ ‡æ◊ËÕ∑√ß‡ªî¥§à“¬æ√–π“√“¬≥å¡À“√“™ ·≈–∑√ß‡ªî¥‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈
®—ßÀ«—¥≈æ∫ÿ√’ ‡ªìπμâπ

∂÷ß·¡â«à“°“√‡ ¥Á®œ π‘«—μæ√–π§√„π§√—Èß·√°®–‡ªìπ™à«ß√–¬–‡«≈“
Õ—π —Èπ ·μà‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ·Ààß√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§åμà“ß°Á∑√ßß“πÀπ—°∑ÿ°«—π∑’Ëª√–∑—∫
Õ¬Ÿà „πª√–‡∑»‰∑¬®π°√–∑—Ëß‡ ¥Á®œ °≈—∫‰ª∑√ß»÷°…“μàÕ∑’Ëª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å‡¡◊ËÕ
«—π∑’Ë ÒÛ ¡°√“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò
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beheld, on both sides of the Chao Phraya River, the banks teeming with people
who had come to welcome their young king. The country had been without a
sovereign for so long that the public wanted to see for themselves what their
young king was like.é

Throughout King Ananda Mahidolûs stay in Thailand,
Her Royal Highness, together with the Princess Mother and his younger brother,
always accompanied the king to his many functions. For example, they attended
a reception in celebration of the Constitution held at Saranrom Royal Garden,
visited Chulalongkorn Hospital and the Red Cross Society, took an excursion
to Ayutthaya, and presided over the inauguration ceremonies of the Narai
Maharat military base and Ananda Mahidol Hospital in Lopburi Province.

Despite the relative brevity of this initial visit, the young
members of the Mahidol royal family worked very hard on each day of their
stay in Thailand. The King finally returned to Switzerland to resume his
studies on January 13th, 1938.
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°“√‡ ¥Á®œ π‘«—μæ√–π§√§√—Èß∑’Ë Õß ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ¯¯  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å¡‘‰¥â ‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®‡™àπ§√—Èß·√° ·μà°Á∑√ßμ‘¥μ“¡
æ√–√“™°√≥’¬°‘®μà“ßÊ ®“°æ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“∑’Ë∑√ß¡’‰ª∂÷ß°—πμ≈Õ¥°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß ‡™àπ
°àÕπ∑’Ë®–‡ ¥Á®œ ∂÷ßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“∑’Ë∑√ß‡≈à“‡√◊ËÕß¡“®“°∑’Ëμà“ßÊ
„π‡ âπ∑“ß‡ ¥Á®œ ‡ªìπμâπ«à“ °“√∑’ËμâÕß∑√ß‡μ√’¬¡æ√–√“™¥”√— μÕ∫ ”À√—∫∑√ßÕà“π
„πæ‘∏’√—∫‡ ¥Á®œ Õ¬à“ß‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√∑’Ë‡¡◊Õß°—≈°—μμ“ ª√–‡∑»Õ‘π‡¥’¬

πÕ°®“°π’È æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈
¬—ß∑√ß‡≈à“‡√◊ËÕß√“«μà“ßÊ „π°√ÿß‡∑æœ æ√–√“™∑“π‰ª„Àâ∑√ß∑√“∫Õ¬à“ß≈–‡Õ’¬¥
‡™àπ ∑√ßÕ∏‘∫“¬‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√ª√–∑—∫∑’Ëæ√–∑’Ëπ—Ëß∫√¡æ‘¡“π„πæ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß
„πæ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“≈ß«—π∑’Ë ÚÒ ∏—π«“§¡ «à“ ç...¡Õß§√—Èß·√°¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°«à“
‰¡àπà“Õ¬Ÿà‡≈¬ ·≈–∂Ÿ°≈âÕ¡∑ÿ°¥â“π ·μà‡¥’Î¬«π’È‡√“™‘π·≈â« ·≈–®“°ÀâÕßπÕπ ∑‘«∑—»πå
¥â“π«—¥æ√–·°â«ß“¡¡“°...é

„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“«à“À≈—ß®“°‰¥âª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà „πª√–‡∑»
Òı «—π  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–Õπÿ™“∏‘√“™∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß ç... ∂“π°“√≥å‡∑à“∑’Ë∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√‡ÀÁπ«à“
„πª√–‡∑»∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß¬ÿàß‡À¬‘ßæÕ„™â  ”À√—∫μà“ßª√–‡∑»¥â“π À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß√“∫√◊Ëπ
¥â“πÕ—ß°ƒ…π—Èπ ¬—ß∂◊Õ«à“¬—ß‰¡à‰¥â ß∫»÷°·≈–°”≈—ß‡®√®“°—πÕ¬Ÿà ·μà°Á‰¡à„™à π∏‘ —≠≠“
·∫∫ºŸâ™π–∫—ß§—∫ºŸâ·æâ - ‡√“‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡ ‘Ëß∑’Ë„À¡à„π°ÆÀ¡“¬√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»...é

·≈–‡Àμÿ°“√≥å ”§—≠§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß§◊Õ ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ¯˘ æ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈‡ ¥Á®œ μ√«®æ≈ «π π“¡¢Õß°Õß∑—æ
 —¡æ—π∏¡‘μ√ æ√âÕ¡°—∫æ≈‡√◊Õμ√’ ≈Õ√å¥ À≈ÿ¬ å ‡¡“πμå·∫μ·μπ ºŸâ∫—≠™“°“√∑À“√
 Ÿß ÿ¥ —¡æ—π∏¡‘μ√¿“§μ–«—πÕÕ°‰°≈ ´÷Ëß· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…å«à“ ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬
¬—ß§ß‡ªìπ‡Õ°√“™Õ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ß ¡∫Ÿ√≥å ¿“¬À≈—ß ß§√“¡‚≈°§√—Èß∑’Ë Ú  ‘Èπ ÿ¥≈ß
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On the second return trip to Thailand in 1945, HRH
Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra remained
overseas but attentively followed the accounts of her brotherûs royal duties via
the royal correspondence that was sent throughout the trip. Her Royal Highness
received many letters from the king narrating the events that had taken place
before he reached Thailand, for example, the preparation of a royal speech that
he delivered at an official welcoming ceremony in Calcutta, India.

King Ananda Mahidol also wrote detailed accounts to his
sister of the happenings in Bangkok. For example, the King described his
living quarters in Boromphimarn Hall as follows: çInitially, the place looked
disagreeable as it is surrounded on all sides by other buildings. But we have
grown accustomed to it by now and the view from our bedroom window on the
Temple of the Emerald Buddha side is most spectacular.é

In her book, Her Royal Highness writes that after fifteen
days in the country King Ananda Mahidol wrote, çAs far as I can see the
present situation in our country remains rather chaotic. All is well with the
United States and we are negotiating for some kind of special agreement with
the United Kingdom which will not be an outright proclamation of defeat or
victory. We are dealing with a novel idea in terms of international law here....é

In 1946, King Ananda Mahidol presided over the mili-
tary parade of the Allied Troop with Lord Louis Mountbatten, Supreme Allied
Commander of Southeast Asia Command. This evidently proclaimed Thailandûs
absolute sovereignty after the end of WWII.
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æ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“≈”¥—∫∑â“¬Ê ∑’Ëæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√
¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈∑’Ë∑√ß¡’¡“æ√–√“™∑“π ≈â«π·≈â«·μà· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ∂÷ß§«“¡„°≈â™‘¥
·≈–§«“¡‰«â«“ßæ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’ ¥—ß‰¥â∑√ß‡≈à“‡√◊ËÕß√“«μà“ßÊ ∑’Ë ”§—≠
‚¥¬‡©æ“–‡√◊ËÕß°“√‡¡◊Õß¿“¬„πª√–‡∑»„πæ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“≈ß«—π∑’Ë ÒÙ °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å
æ.». ÚÙ¯˘ «à“ ç‡√“μâÕß°“√Õ¬Ÿà®π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·°â‡ √Á®...é

„πæ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“≈ß«—π∑’Ë ÚÒ ¡’π“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ¯˘ ∑√ß
‡≈à“∂÷ß‡Àμÿ°“√≥å∫â“π‡¡◊ÕßÕ’°«à“ ç¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π√—∞∫“≈·≈–∫√√¬“°“»‡§√’¬¥ÀπàÕ¬ ∑’Ë
∫√¡æ‘¡“π°Á¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß·≈–‡√“®–®—¥√–‡∫’¬∫ÀπàÕ¬¬—ß‰¡à‰¥â°–«—π°≈—∫ ¢÷ÈπÕ¬Ÿà
°—∫√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·≈–Õ“®¢÷Èπ°—∫ ∂“π°“√≥å¥â«¬...é

æ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“≈ß«—π∑’Ë ÒÒ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ¯˘ ∑√ß‡≈à“
‡°’Ë¬«°—∫æ√–√“™°‘®·≈–æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√¢Õßæ√–Õπÿ™“«à“

ç...√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠‰¡à‰¥â™â“ ‰¥â≈ßπ“¡·≈â«‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ˘ æƒ…¿“§¡
·μà∑’ËÕÕ°®–μ≈°§◊Õ‡√“¬—ß‰¡à°≈—∫ ‡√“®–Õ¬Ÿà ”À√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°μ—Èß¢Õß«ÿ≤‘ ¿“ °“√‡ªî¥ ¿“
·≈–°“√μ—Èßπ“¬°√—∞¡πμ√’...‡≈Á°‰¥â∑”‡√◊Õ∫‘π‰¡â·≈–‡√◊Õ√∫»√’Õ¬ÿ∏¬“∑’Ë¡’√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥
¡“°¡“¬ „πß“π√“μ√’¡’°“√ª√–¡Ÿ≈‡√◊Õ∫‘π‰¥â Ò, ∫“∑ ‡√◊Õ Ú, ∫“∑ ·≈–
¬—ß¡’√Ÿª∂à“¬Õ’° Õß√Ÿª ´÷Ëßª√–¡Ÿ≈‰¥â√Ÿª≈– Û, ∫“∑ ‡≈Á°‰¥â·μàß‡æ≈ß foxtrot ·≈–
«ß¥πμ√’‰¥â‡≈àπ‡æ≈ßπ’È„πß“π Le Gommeux ¡’º≈ß“π¡“°®√‘ßÊ ¬—ß‰¥â«“¥¿“æ
Õ’°À≈“¬¿“æ...é
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The very last few letters HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra received from her brother attest to
the bond of trust and the intimate relationship between the young monarch and
his beloved sister. He confided in her about many crucial matters notably the
developments that were taking place in the arena of national politics. On
February 14th, 1946 King Ananda Mahidol wrote, çI wish to remain here
until the constitutional amendment is completed.é

In another letter dated March 21st, 1946 he mentioned
that çThere has been a change of government and the present political situation
is rather tense. There have been some changes at Boromphimarn Hall too,
which means I have had to reorganize a few things. My return date has not
been set; it will depend on the progress of the constitutional amendment and the
overall situation here.é

In a letter dated May 11th, 1946 the King wrote about
his younger brotherûs commitment and royal conduct as follows:

çThe constitutional amendment was finished on time and I
added my signature to approve it on May 9th. What is quite amusing is the fact
that I have decided to remain here for the Senate election, the opening cer-
emony of the new Parliament and the appointment of the new Prime Minister...
Lek assembled wooden models of an airplane and the battleship, Sri Ayutthaya,
with magnificent detail and they were put up for auction at a dinner function.
The airplane fetched ten thousand baht while the Sri Ayutthaya fetched twenty
thousand and another two of his photographs were auctioned for 3,000 baht
each. Lek composed a song with a foxtrot melody and had it played by the
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æ√–√“™À—μ∂‡≈¢“©∫—∫ ÿ¥∑â“¬¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√
¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈∑’Ë∑√ß¡’∂÷ßæ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’ ≈ß«—π∑’Ë Ú˜ ·≈– Ú˘ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.».
ÚÙ¯˘  ¡’§«“¡¥—ß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å
„π ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“

ç...∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß°“√ª√–°“»„™â√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠©∫—∫„À¡à °“√‡≈◊Õ°
 ¡“™‘°«ÿ≤‘ ¿“´÷Ëß‡ªìπ‰ªμ“¡§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õßæ√√§æ«°¢Õßπ“¬°√—∞¡πμ√’ «—π∑’Ë Ò
¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π ®–¡’°“√‡ªî¥ ¿“∑—Èß Õß μàÕ®“°π—Èπ¡’°“√μ—Èßª√–∏“πμà“ßÊ μ—Èßπ“¬°√—∞¡πμ√’
°“√°àÕμ—Èß§≥–√—∞¡πμ√’ ·≈–°“√√—∫√ÕßºŸâ ”‡√Á®√“™°“√·∑πæ√–Õß§å ·≈â«°Á®–‡ ¥Á®‰ª‰¥â
Õ¬“°®–‡ ¥Á®Õ¬à“ß à«πæ√–Õß§å·μàÕ—ß°ƒ…μâÕß°“√„Àâ‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√ ®÷ßμ°≈ß‰ª
 À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√¥â«¬ ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ßμâÕß‡μ√’¬¡°“√°—π‡ªìπ°“√„À≠àÕ¬à“ß√’∫‡√àß...
‰¡à∑√“∫«à“∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß®–æ√âÕ¡À√◊Õ‰¡à À√◊Õ«à“®–¡’Õÿª √√§„ππ“∑’ ÿ¥∑â“¬...é

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß
çÕÿª √√§„ππ“∑’ ÿ¥∑â“¬é «à“ ç¡’¢÷Èπ¡“‰¥â®√‘ßÊ „π«—π∑’Ë ˘ ¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π æ.». ÚÙ¯˘
‡«≈“„°≈â ˘ π“Ãî°“é §◊Õ°“√‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√
¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õπÿ™“∏‘√“™´÷Ëß∑√ß‡ªìπ∑’Ë√—°¬‘Ëß

°“√ Ÿ≠‡ ’¬„π§√—Èßπ’Èπ”§«“¡‚»°‡»√â“§√—Èß¬‘Ëß„À≠à¡“ Ÿà§√Õ∫§√—«
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈Õ’°§√—Èß  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å
‰«â„π ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé ∂÷ß‡Àμÿ°“√≥å„π§√—Èßπ’È«à“ ç¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åæ√–Õß§å
Àπ÷Ëß‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ‰ª ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åÕ’°æ√–Õß§åÀπ÷Ëß°Á‡ ¥Á®¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬åμàÕ‰ªé °“√∑’Ë
∑√ß∫Õ°‡≈à“¥â«¬ª√–‚¬§∑’Ë‡√’¬∫ßà“¬π’È –∑âÕπ„Àâ‡ÀÁπ∂÷ßæ√–Àƒ∑—¬¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑’Ë∑√ß‡¢â¡·¢Áß¬‘Ëß
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band at the Le Gommeux party. He has been quite productive here and has
even had time to finish several paintings....é

Her Royal Highness recalls in çFrom Little Princes

to Young Kingsé that in his final letter to his sister dated May 27th and
29th, 1946 the King,

ç...wrote about the proclamation of the new constitution
and the Senate election which went according to the wishes of the Prime
Ministerûs supporters. The meetings for both houses would commence on June
1st, 1946. After the forming of the new Cabinet and the confirmation of a
regent, King Ananda Mahidol would be able to travel abroad. He wanted to
make it a private visit but the United Kingdom insisted on it being an official
trip so the King decided to include a visit to the United States as well. Urgent
preparations for these trips ensued. The King said he did not know if every-
thing would be ready in time or if obstacles would present themselves at the
last minute....é

Her Royal Highness wrote that the last minute obstacle
çdeveloped indeed on June 9th,1946 at around 9.00 a.m.é with the sudden
and tragic death of her beloved younger brother, King Ananda Mahidol, Rama
VIII.

Once again tremendous grief and sorrow descended upon
the Mahidol royal family. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra writes of this incident: çA young monarch passed
away while another succeeded him on the throne.é With this simple yet poi-
gnant sentence, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra has demonstrated to us the magnitude of her inner strength.













The Illustrious
Elder Sister

√— μ π  ‘ √‘ ‡ ™ … ∞å
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å‡ªìπæ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’‡æ’¬ßæ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
·≈–∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–∞“π–°ÿ≈‡™…∞å·Ààßæ√–√“™«ß»å ∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®∑—Èß„π
 à«πæ√–Õß§å·≈–∑√ß·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√–¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« μ≈Õ¥®π
∑√ßß“π‡æ◊ËÕæ °π‘°√ Õ—π‡ªìπæ√–®√‘¬«—μ√¢Õßæ√–√“™«ß»åΩÉ“¬„π∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß‰ª
μ“¡°“≈‡«≈“ ·≈–¬—ß∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–»÷°…“  ◊∫§âπ √«∫√«¡æ√–ª√–«—μ‘‡®â“π“¬„π√“™ °ÿ≈
μà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕª√–‚¬™πå·°à°“√»÷°…“¥â“π‚∫√“≥√“™ª√–‡æ≥’ ∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–∞“π–
æ√–∫√¡«ß»åºŸâ „À≠à∑’Ë‡ªïò¬¡¥â«¬æ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥·°àæ√–√“™«ß»å¥â«¬æ√–‡¡μμ“∏√√¡¬‘Ëß

„π¥â“π°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®∂«“¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â∑√ß·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√– ‚¥¬
∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘«—Ø∞“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’Õ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥·≈–√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß
æ√–ª√–™«√ ·≈–„πß“π à«πæ√–Õß§å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑’Ë ‰¥â∑√ß√‘‡√‘Ë¡·≈–
∑√ß¥”‡π‘π°“√‰«â ‰¥â·°à ‚§√ß°“√μà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡Õ¬Ÿà¥’¡’ ÿ¢¢Õßæ °π‘°√ πÕ°®“°π’È
¬—ß∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®·∑πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«μ“¡∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“
‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „π‚Õ°“ μà“ßÊ ‡™àπ

‡ ¥Á®·∑πæ√–Õß§å‰ª∑√ß‡ªî¥æ√–∫√¡√“™“πÿ “«√’¬åæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ≥ »“≈“°≈“ß®—ßÀ«—¥πà“π ·≈–∑√ßÀà¡ºâ“∑‘æ¬å
Õß§åæ√–‡®¥’¬å æ√–∫√¡∏“μÿ·™à·Àâß ≥ «—¥æ√–∏“μÿ·™à·Àâß Õ”‡¿Õ‡¡◊Õß ®—ßÀ«—¥πà“π
‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ú˘  ‘ßÀ“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯

‡ ¥Á®·∑πæ√–Õß§åæ√–√“™∑“πæ√–«‚√°“ „Àâ§≥–∫ÿ§§≈μà“ßÊ
‡ΩÑ“œ ‡™àπ °“√√“¬ß“π°‘®°“√‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ ç°Õß∑ÿπæ√–√“™¡√¥° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°é
·≈–°“√®—¥μ—Èß ç°Õß∑ÿπ‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘é °“√∂«“¬‡ß‘π√“¬‰¥â‡æ◊ËÕ ¡∑∫¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘
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As the only sister of His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej
and as a senior member of the royal family, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has had a large number of responsi-
bilities and obligations to fulfil, ranging from her private duties to those
delegated by His Majesty the King in order to share some of the burden of his
responsibilities and other missions that Her Royal Highness takes a personal
interest in. Her royal conduct reflects the changing notion of what is expected
of members of the Inner Court or the female members of the royal family which
has changed over time. Indeed Her Royal Highness has served as an exemplary
role model for female royals in modern times. In addition to the execution of her
royal duties, Her Royal Highness has pursued a deep scholastic interest in the
study of ancient royal court traditions through her research and compilation of
the history of the various branches of the Royal House of Chakri. The epitome
of grace and benevolence, she has also been a pillar of strength and kindness
for other members of the royal family.

Over the years HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom
Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has taken it upon herself to assume many
of His Majesty the Kingûs responsibilities in order to relieve him of some of his
burdens. For example, she attended to the Princess Mother and cared for her
health and well-being especially during times of illness. She has also accepted
under her patronage all the public welfare missions and projects that were
previously initiated and implemented by the late Princess Mother. Her Royal
Highness has acted on behalf of His Majesty the King on many occasions,
some of which were:



·æ∑¬åÕ“ “ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™™ππ’

‡ ¥Á®·∑πæ√–Õß§å ‰ª∑Õ¥
æ√–‡πμ√°“√· ¥ßμà“ßÊ ‡™àπ °“√
· ¥ß§Õπ‡ ‘√åμ¢Õß§≥–π—°√âÕßº ¡
°√ÿß‡∑æœ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Òˆ æƒ»®‘°“¬π
æ.». ÚıÚ ·≈–«—π∑’Ë ¯ ‡¡…“¬π

æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√
°“√· ¥ßÕÕ‡§ μ√â“ ́ ÷Ëß ∂“π‡Õ°Õ—§√√“™∑Ÿμ

Õ‘μ“≈’ª√–®”ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬®—¥¡“√à«¡· ¥ß‡π◊ËÕß„πß“π¡À°√√¡°“√· ¥ßπ“π“™“μ‘
‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«„π‚Õ°“ ß“π©≈Õß ‘√‘√“™ ¡∫—μ‘§√∫ ıªï
æ.». ÚıÛ˘

πÕ°®“°π—Èπ  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
¬—ß‡ ¥Á®·∑πæ√–Õß§å‰ªæ√–√“™∑“π‡æ≈‘ßæ√–»æ·≈–»æ„πÀ≈“¬«“√–¥â«¬

„π à«π¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π“ß‡®â“ ‘√‘°‘μ‘Ï æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂π—Èπ
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß§ÿâπ‡§¬μ—Èß·μà‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß¬—ß∑√ß‡ªìπ
æ√–§ŸàÀ¡—Èπ ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π“ß‡®â“œ æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂¬—ß∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–√“™ªπ—¥¥“
¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ®÷ßπ—∫‡ªìπæ√–≠“μ‘ π‘∑Õ’°™—ÈπÀπ÷Ëß
¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“„π™à«ß°àÕπ∑’Ëæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«®–∑√ßÀ¡—Èπ°—∫ ¡‡¥Á®
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Representing His Majesty the King at the inauguration
ceremony of the royal monument of King Chulalongkorn, Rama V, at Nan City
Hall and at the ceremony where a cloth was wrapped around the Phra Borom
That Chae Haeng stupa at Phra That Chae Haeng Temple in Mueang District
of Nan Province on August 29th, 1995.

Representing His Majesty the King by granting royal au-
diences to different groups, for example, to receive the report of the on-going
activities of The Late Prince of Songkhlaûs Inheritance Fund, the report on the
establishment of the çChalerm Phra Kiat Fundé and the presentation of
monetary contributions to The Princess Motherûs Medical Volunteer Foundation.

Representing His Majesty the King at cultural perfor-
mances, for example, at the Bangkok Combined Choir concert on November
16th, 1977 and on April 8th, 1995 at the orchestral concert organized by the
Italian Embassy in Thailand as part of the International Performance in
celebration of the Golden Jubilee of His Majesty the Kingûs accession to the
throne in 1996.

Representing His Majesty the King in presiding over the
cremation ceremonies of members of the royal family and several other indi-
viduals.
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æ√–π“ß‡®â“œ æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ˘Ú „πÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡√◊ËÕß∫—π∑÷° ç‡ªìπ Õ¬Ÿà

§◊Õé ¡’§«“¡μÕπÀπ÷Ëß«à“ ç...μ≈Õ¥‡«≈“∑’ËÀ¡àÕ¡√“™«ß»å ‘√‘°‘μ‘Ïæ—°Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‚≈´“ππå  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–√“™™ππ’∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–∏ÿ√–„Àâ‰¥â‡¢â“»÷°…“‡ªìππ—°‡√’¬πª√–®”¢Õß‚√ß‡√’¬π ùRiante
Riveû ∑’Ë Õπ«‘™“æ‘‡»…·°à°ÿ≈ μ√’„π‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå„°≈âæ√–μ”Àπ—°  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“
æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâª°§√Õß...é

·≈–‡π◊ËÕß®“° ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’‡æ’¬ßæ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ®÷ß∑√ß
æ√–‡¡μμ“„Àâ§”·π–π”„π‡√◊ËÕßμà“ßÊ ¥—ß∑’Ë¡’∫—π∑÷°„πÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡≈à¡‡¥’¬«°—π«à“

ç...„π°“≈μàÕ¡“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π“ß‡®â“œ æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂
¡’æ√–√“™¥”√— ·°àºŸâ„°≈â™‘¥«à“ ∑√ß ”π÷°∂÷ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡æ√“–∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å∑√ßæ√–
‡¡μμ“μàÕæ√–Õß§å¡“° ∑√ßÕ∫√¡ —Ëß Õπ‡Õ“æ√–∑—¬„ à∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß ∑√ß·π–π”·¡â°√–∑—Ëß
°“√„™âπÈ”ÀÕ¡ À√◊Õ‡ ◊ÈÕºâ“‡§√◊ËÕß·μàßμ—«°Á„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„π≈—°…≥–∑’Ë§«√ ÷́Ëß„π¢≥–π—Èπ∑√ß‡ªìπ
‡¥Á°‡°‘π°«à“∑’Ë®–ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–Õß§å„Àâ∂Ÿ°μâÕß...é
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In terms of her relationship with Her Majesty Queen
Sirikit, Her Royal Highnessûs acquaintanceship with her royal sister-in-law
began at the time when the future Queen became the fiancûee of her younger
brother. The two are actually related through the fact that Queen Sirikit is also
a granddaughter of King Chulalongkorn, Rama V. An excerpt from the book
titled ùPen Yoo Khue, A Memoirû regarding the time prior to the engage-
ment of Their Majesties the King and Queen reads: çThroughout the entire
period of Mom Rajawongse Sirikitûs stay in Lausanne, the Princess Mother
arranged for her enrolment as a boarder in a finishing school in Lausanne
known as the Riante Rive, which was in close proximity to the royal residence.
HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana became her guardian at the school.é

As the only elder sister of His Majesty the King, Her
Royal Highness graciously took on the task of serving as mentor to the young
lady in her care. This fact is mentioned in the same book:

çLater on Her Majesty Queen Sirikit would impress upon
her close acquaintances that she was always appreciative of the love and
kindness showered upon her by both the Princess Mother and HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana who took special care in attending to her well-being thought-
fully offering counsel even on the smallest of details such as the use of perfume
or the appropriate manner of dress. The Queen was, at the time, too young to
know the rules of proper conduct.é
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ç   ¡ ‡ ¥Á ® ªÑ “ é

„ π æ √ – √ “ ™ π— ¥ ¥ “  Ù  æ √ – Õ ß §å

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¥”√ß
æ√–∞“π–æ√–√“™«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à ºŸâ∑√ß¡’æ√–‡¡μμ“μàÕæ√–∫√¡«ß»“πÿ«ß»å‚¥¬∂â«πÀπâ“
·≈–°“√∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ„πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
®÷ß∑√ß‡ªìπ ç ¡‡¥Á®ªÑ“é ¢Õßæ√–√“™π—¥¥“∑—Èß Ù æ√–Õß§å §◊Õ ∑Ÿ≈°√–À¡àÕ¡À≠‘ß
Õÿ∫≈√—μπ√“™°—≠≠“  ‘√‘«—≤π“æ√√≥«¥’  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡‚Õ√ “∏‘√“™œ  ¬“¡¡°ÿÆ√“™
°ÿ¡“√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ√—μπ√“™ ÿ¥“œ  ¬“¡∫√¡√“™°ÿ¡“√’ ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“≈Ÿ°‡∏Õ
‡®â“øÑ“®ÿÃ“¿√≥«≈—¬≈—°…≥å Õ—§√√“™°ÿ¡“√’ ́ ÷Ëß∑√ß„Àâ§«“¡√—°§«“¡Àà«ß„¬„°≈â™‘¥μ≈Õ¥¡“
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T h e  R o y a l  A u n t

o f  F o u r  N i e c e s  a n d  N e p h e w

In her eminent position as a senior member of the royal
family, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra
has been steadfast in showing her generosity and kindness to all the members
of the royal family. As the only elder sister of His Majesty the King, she has
been the most caring and attentive aunt to her four nieces and nephew, namely,
Princess Ubolratana Rajakanya, HRH Crown Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn,
HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, and HRH Princess Chulabhorn
Valayalaksana.











°ÿ ≈ ‡ ™ … ∞å · Àà ß æ √ – ∫ √ ¡ √ “ ™ ®— ° √’ « ß »å

μ≈Õ¥√–¬–‡«≈“°«à“ Ú ªï ¢Õßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å ¥Ÿ‡À¡◊Õπ«à“ºŸâ∑’Ë¡’∫∑∫“∑
 ”§—≠μàÕ§«“¡‡®√‘≠√ÿàß‡√◊Õß¢Õßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»åπ—Èπ¡—°®–‡ªìπæ√–√“™«ß»åΩÉ“¬™“¬‡ªìπ à«π„À≠à
‡√◊ËÕß√“«¢Õßæ√–√“™«ß»åΩÉ“¬À≠‘ß‰¡à‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ®—°°—π„π«ß°«â“ß ·μà∑«à“‡√◊ËÕß√“«¢Õßæ√–√“™«ß»åΩÉ“¬À≠‘ß
À√◊Õ∑’Ë‡√’¬°°—π«à“‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„ππ—Èπ °≈—∫¡’§«“¡ ”§—≠„π∞“π–ºŸâ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà „°≈â™‘¥æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å ∂◊Õ‰¥â«à“
∑à“π‡À≈à“π—Èπ∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà‡∫◊ÈÕßÀ≈—ß§«“¡‡®√‘≠√ÿàß‡√◊Õß ‡ªìπ°”≈—ß ”§—≠∑’Ë™à«¬·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√–¢Õß
æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å„π°‘®°“√ΩÉ“¬„π μ≈Õ¥®π‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπæ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å

‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π∑’Ëæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å∑√ß¬°¬àÕß·≈–∑√ß‡§“√æπ—∫∂◊Õ„πæ√–∫√¡√“™
®—°√’«ß»åπ—Èπ¡’Õ¬ŸàÀ≈“¬æ√–Õß§å ·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å‰¥â∑√ß ∂“ªπ“„Àâ¡’æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬»‡ªìπ∑’Ëπ—∫∂◊Õ
·°àæ√–√“™«ß»å·≈–∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà„π∞“π–Õ—π ”§—≠¬‘Ëß ‡æ√“–®–μâÕß∑√ß¡’æ√–¿“√– μ≈Õ¥®πμâÕß¥”√ß
æ√–Õß§å „ÀâÕ¬Ÿà „π∞“π–°ÿ≈‡™…∞å‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ∑’Ëæ÷Ëßæ‘ß·≈–‡ªìπÀ≈—°·°àæ√–∫√¡√“™«ß»å æ√–Õπÿ«ß»å ·≈–
æ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬ ¥ÿ®μâπ‰¡â„À≠à∑’Ë „Àâ§«“¡√à¡‡¬Áπ

π—∫·μà√—™ ¡—¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™ √—™°“≈∑’Ë Ò ‡ªìπμâπ¡“
¡’‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π∑’Ë∑√ß‡ªìπÀ≈—°¢Õßæ√–∫√¡√“™«ß»å¥—ßæÕ®–¬°μ—«Õ¬à“ß¥—ßπ’È



A u g u s t  P r i n c e s s  o f  t h e  H o u s e  o f  C h a k r i

Throughout the period of over 200 years since the founding of the Chakri
Dynasty, it has been mostly the male members who have brought recognition and prestige to the
Royal House of Chakri. The accomplishments of its female members have been relatively unheard
of in spite of the fact that, as close attendants to the kings, the female royals, generally referred
to as members of the Inner Court, have made many significant contributions to the royal
responsibilities. They have been most important as the driving force behind the success of all
kings, the ones who take charge of and relieve the king of the worry of his personal and private
affairs. They have been responsible for preserving the increasing admiration and prestige that the
royal family now commands.

A number of members of the Inner Court have been fully recognised and
highly respected by the kings of the Chakri Dynasty, who have bestowed upon them high ranks
and titles. Being in a position of great importance, such female royals usually find themselves
with the responsibility of fulfilling their royal duties to the best of their abilities, conducting
themselves in an exemplary manner and, like a large and mature tree, providing support and
security to the junior and other members of the royal family.

Since the reign of King Buddha Yod Fa Chulalok, Rama I, there have been
many influential female members of the royal family; some of them are mentioned below.



æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™∑√ß¡’æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’
Ú æ√–Õß§å §◊Õ °√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ ÿ¥“«¥’·≈–°√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’ ÿ¥“√—°…å  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ
∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å‰¥â∑√ßÕÿª°“√–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™¡“·μà‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å
¥—ß¡’‡√◊ËÕß‡≈à“°—π«à“ çÕ¬Ÿà¡“§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“∑√ßæ√–‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡å‰¥â ı æ√√…“
∑√ß«‘Ëß‡≈àπμ“¡¿“…“∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å «‘Ëß‚¥¬°”≈—ß·√ß¬—Èßæ√–Õß§å‰¡à∑—π °Á‡≈¬‰ª≈â¡≈ß„π°Õß‡æ≈‘ß„À≠à ÷́Ëß
§π ÿ¡‰«â„πƒ¥ŸÀπ“« ¢≥–π—Èπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–™π°™ππ’‰¡à‡ÀÁπ ·μàæ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å °Á‡ ¥Á®«‘Ëß
‰ª©ÿ¥æ√–°“¬ÕÕ°¡“®“°°Õß‡æ≈‘ß„À≠à°Á‰¡à‡ªπÕ—πμ√“¬...é ‰¡à‡æ’¬ß‡∑à“π—Èπ ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™∑√ß √â“ßæ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß·≈– ∂“ªπ“æ√–√“™«ß»å æ√–æ’Ëπ“ß
∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å¬—ß∑√ß‡ªìπ°”≈—ß ”§—≠„π°“√°”°—∫¥Ÿ·≈æ√–√“™∞“πΩÉ“¬„πμ≈Õ¥®π¥Ÿ·≈∑â“«π“ß„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà „π
§«“¡ ß∫‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ ‚¥¬‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‡¢â“¡“ª√–∑—∫„πæ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß∑—Èß Õßæ√–Õß§å

ç...§√—Èπ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‡ «¬∂«—≈¬√“™ ¡∫—μ‘
∫√¡√“™“¿‘‡…°·≈â« °√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ ÿ¥“«¥’·≈°√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’ ÿ¥“√—°…å∑—Èß Ú æ√–Õß§å °Á‰¥âμ“¡‡ ¥Á®
‡¢â“¡“Õ¬Ÿà „πæ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß°àÕπ °√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ ÿ¥“«¥’¡’æ√–μ”Àπ—°Õ¬Ÿà¢â“ßÀ≈—ß
æ√–¡À“¡≥‡±’¬√ μ√ßª√–μŸ¬“¡§Ë”‡¢â“‰ªπ—Èπ ‡√’¬°«à“æ√–μ”Àπ—°‡¢’¬« ...·≈°√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ ÿ¥“«¥’
‰¥â«à“√“™°“√∑—Ë«‰ª·∑∫∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß ·≈«à“°“√«‘‡ ∑„πæ√–§≈—ß‡ß‘πæ√–§≈—ß∑Õß ‘Ëß¢Õßμà“ßÊ „πæ√–√“™«—ß
™—Èπ„π∑—Èß ‘Èπ °√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’ ÿ¥“√—°…åπ—Èπ¡’æ√–μ”Àπ—°Õ¬Ÿà‡∫◊ÈÕßÀ≈—ßæ√–∑’Ëπ—Ëß¥ÿ ‘μ¡À“ª√“ “∑·≈
æ√–∑’Ëπ—Ëßæ‘¡“π√—μ¬“ ‡√’¬°«à“æ√–μ”Àπ—°·¥ß..·≈°√¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’ ÿ¥“√—°…åπ—Èπ‰¥â«à“√“™°“√‡§√◊ËÕß„À≠à
„π‚√ß«‘‡ ∑μâπ ·≈–°“√ –¥÷ß°—∫Õ◊ËπÊ Õ’°À≈“¬Õ¬à“ß...é



King Rama I had two elder sisters who were born of the same mother as
himself: Somdetch Phra Chao Boromwongse Ther Chao Fa Krom Phraya Debsudawadi and
Somdetch Phra Chao Boromwongse Ther Chao Fa Krom Phra Sisudaraksh. The two princesses
looked after the King from his younger days. One account relates that çOne day when King
Buddha Yod Fa Chulalok was only five years old, he was running about in the way of all small
children. However, on this occasion he ran so fast that he could not stop himself and plunged into
a large bonfire built to ward off the cold weather at the time. His parents did not realize what
had happened and it was his two elder sisters who ran to pull him out of the fire and saved him
from serious danger.é When King Rama I founded the Chakri Dynasty and had the Grand
Palace built, he placed these two elder sisters in charge of all the female members of the Inner
Court and the female court personnel. Both of them were asked to reside permanently in the
Grand Palace.

çWhen King Buddha Yod Fa Chulalok ascended the throne Krom Somdetch
Phra Debsudawadi and Krom Somdetch Phra Sisudaraksh took up residence in the Grand
Palace. The formerûs residence, known as Phra Tamnak Khieo or the Green Residence, was
situated behind the Phra Maha Montien palace at the evening gate...Krom Somdetch Phra
Debsudawadi was in charge of most of the affairs of the Inner Court, including the kitchen,
treasury and supply stores. Krom Somdetch Phra Sisudarakshûs residence, known as Phra
Tamnak Daeng, was situated behind the Dusit Maha Prasart Throne Hall and the Pimarn
Rattaya Hall. She was put in charge of the main course in the royal kitchen, the embroidery
section and some other tasks....é



„π√—™ ¡—¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë ı ‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π
∑’Ë∂◊Õ«à“∑√ß‡ªìπ°ÿ≈‡™…∞å·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å §◊Õ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ °√¡æ√–¬“ ÿ¥“√—μπ
√“™ª√–¬Ÿ√ ∑√ß¡’æ√–π“¡‡¥‘¡«à“ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“À≠‘ß≈–¡àÕ¡ ‡ªìπæ√–√“™∏‘¥“æ√–Õß§å∑’Ë Úˆ „πæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π—Ëß‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë Û ª√– Ÿμ‘·μà‡®â“®Õ¡¡“√¥“∑√—æ¬å ¡’æ√–‡™…∞“√à«¡æ√–¡“√¥“
æ√–Õß§åÀπ÷Ëß §◊Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“™“¬»‘√‘«ß»å ́ ÷ËßμàÕ¡“∑√ß‰¥â√—∫ ∂“ªπ“‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™¡“μ“¡À—¬°“‡∏Õ
°√¡À¡◊Ëπ¡“μ¬“æ‘∑—°…å μâπ√“™ °ÿ≈ ç»‘√‘«ß»åé

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™¡“μ“¡À—¬°“‡∏Õ °√¡À¡◊Ëπ¡“μ¬“æ‘∑—°…å¡’æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ‡æ’¬ß
Ú¯ æ√√…“ °Á ‘Èπæ√–™π¡å„π æ.». ÚÛ¯Ú  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ °√¡æ√–¬“ ÿ¥“√—μπ√“™ª√–¬Ÿ√
¢≥–π—Èπ¡’æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ÚÒ æ√√…“ ®÷ß∑√ß√—∫Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπæ√–Õ¿‘∫“≈æ√–‚Õ√ æ√–∏‘¥“∑—Èß ˜ æ√–Õß§å¢Õß
æ√–‡™…∞“ Àπ÷Ëß„ππ—Èπ§◊Õ À¡àÕ¡‡®â“À≠‘ß√”‡æ¬ ́ ÷Ëß„π‡«≈“μàÕ¡“‰¥â‡©≈‘¡æ√–¬»‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ»‘√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™‘π’ „πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë Ù ·≈–∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–√“™™ππ’„πæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«¥â«¬

‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ»‘√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™‘π’‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ„π æ.». ÚÙÙ ¥â«¬æ√–
™π¡“¬ÿ‡æ’¬ß ÚÙ æ√√…“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ °√¡æ√–¬“ ÿ¥“√—μπ√“™ª√–¬Ÿ√ ´÷Ëß¡’∞“π–‡ªìπ
 ¡‡¥Á®Õ“¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ»‘√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™‘π’ ®÷ß∑√ß√—∫Õ¿‘∫“≈ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“≈Ÿ°¬“‡∏Õ∑’Ëª√– Ÿμ‘·μà
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ»‘√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™‘π’ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«



During the reign of King Chulalongkorn, Rama V, the position of senior
member of the royal family was vested in Somdetch Phra Chao Boromwongse Ther Krom Phraya
Sudarattana Rajaprayura, whose former name had been Phra Ong Chao Ying Lamom. The
Princess was the 26th daughter of King Nang Klao, Rama III, and had been born to Chao Chom
Manda Sap. She had a brother who was born to the same mother by the name of Phra Ong Chao
Chai Siriwongse, who was later promoted to the rank of Somdetch Phra Borom Rajamata
Mahayaka Ther Krom Muen Mataya Bidaksa, founder of the çSiriwongseé Family.

Somdetch Phra Borom Rajamata Mahayaka Ther Krom Muen Mataya Bidaksa
passed away in 1839 at the young age of 28 years old. HRH Princess Sudarattana Rajaprayura
who was 21 years old at the time took it upon herself to care for all her brotherûs seven children.
One of her nieces, Mom Chao Ying Ramboey, later became Somdetch Phra Debsirindra Boromma
Rajini, Her Majesty the Queen of King Mongkut, Rama IV and the Princess Mother to King
Chulalongkorn, Rama V.

When Her Majesty Queen Debsirindra passed away in 1861 at the age of
24, her aunt, HRH Princess Sudarattana Rajaprayura took over the care of all her sons,
particularly the young prince who later became King Chulalongkorn.

When King Chulalongkorn succeeded his father to the throne, HRH Princess
Sudarattana Rajaprayura, as a senior member of the royal family and highly respected by
officials of both the Inner and the Outer Courts, was appointed the Regent of the Inner Court.
Upon her appointment, she oversaw the management of matters concerning the royal consorts and
reorganised the other female officials of the court; all the bestowed assets of the ladies were
checked and systematically recorded. These acts were most beneficial to the welfare and prestige



‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«‡ ¥Á®¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“
∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ °√¡æ√–¬“ ÿ¥“√—μπ√“™ª√–¬Ÿ√ ‰¥â√—∫¡Õ∫À¡“¬„Àâ‡ªìπºŸâ ”‡√Á®√“™°“√ΩÉ“¬„π ¥Ÿ·≈°“√∑—Èßª«ß
„πæ√–√“™∞“π ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‡ªìπæ√–√“™«ß»åºŸâ „À≠à·≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë‡§“√æ¬”‡°√ß¢Õß¢â“√“™°“√ΩÉ“¬„π √«¡∂÷ß
¢â“√“™°“√ΩÉ“¬Àπâ“∑—Ë«‰ª  ‰¥â∑√ß®—¥√–‡∫’¬∫∫√√¥“‡®â“®Õ¡·≈–‡À≈à“∑â“«π“ß∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬„Àâ‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬¢÷Èπ ∑√ß
μ√«® Õ∫∑√—æ¬å ‘πæ√–√“™∑“π¢Õßæ√–‡®â“≈Ÿ°‡∏Õ∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å æ√âÕ¡∑—Èß„Àâ®—¥∑”∫—≠™’‰«â‡ªìπÀ≈—°∞“π π—∫
‡ªìπ§ÿ≥ª√–‚¬™πåμàÕ∞“π–§«“¡‡®√‘≠√ÿàß‡√◊Õß¢Õß∫√√¥“æ√–‡®â“≈Ÿ°‡∏Õ∑—Èßª«ß ·≈–‡ªìπ°“√√—°…“æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘
¬»·Ààßæ√–√“™«ß»å ∑’Ë ”§—≠§◊Õ ‡ªìπæ√–‡πμ√æ√–°√√≥ ™à«¬∑–πÿ∫”√ÿßæ√–‡®â“πâÕß¬“‡∏Õ„πæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°”≈—ß¢Õß·ºàπ¥‘πμàÕ‰ª

ªí®®ÿ∫—π∂÷ß·¡â«à“®–‰¡à¡’∏√√¡‡π’¬¡°“√·∫àßΩÉ“¬Àπâ“·≈–ΩÉ“¬„πÕ¬à“ß™—¥‡®π ·≈–
‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π®–‰¡à‰¥âª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà „πæ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß‡™àπ„πÕ¥’μ ·μà∫∑∫“∑·≈–Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß‡®â“π“¬
ΩÉ“¬„π„πªí®®ÿ∫—πÀ“‰¥â≈¥πâÕ¬≈ß‰ª‰¡à ‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π¬—ß§ß¡’∫∑∫“∑„π¥â“π°“√·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√–
¢Õßæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å ¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â„π√—™ ¡—¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ßÕ¬Ÿà „π∞“π– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏ÕÕ—π π‘∑„πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ∑√ßÕ¿‘∫“≈æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈·≈–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
¡“·μà§√—Èß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å ·≈–‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“°Á‰¥â∑√ß™à«¬·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√–¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ∑—Èß„π à«π°“√√—∫‡ªìπæ√–∏ÿ√–„π°“√ à«πæ√–Õß§å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ·≈–ªØ‘∫—μ‘
«—Ø∞“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’Õ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥ μ≈Õ¥®π‰¥â∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®·∑πæ√–Õß§å„πÀ≈“¬«“√–
·≈–∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π∂«“¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’¡“‡ªìπ
‡«≈“™â“π“π ®÷ß∂◊Õ‰¥â«à“ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√åπ—Èπ∑√ß‡ªìπ°ÿ≈‡™…∞å„π√—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π



of the noble ladies and the Chakri Dynasty as a whole. HRH Princess Sudarattana Rajaprayura
was also responsible for the upbringing of King Chulalongkornûs younger brothers who, later on,
emerged to make major contributions to the national progress.

In spite of the fact that the ancient tradition of separating the royal court
into the two divisions of the Outer and the Inner Courts was eventually discontinued and the
female members of the royal family who comprised the Inner Court†were no longer required to
reside in the Grand Palace as previously was the case, this has not meant that the role and
function of female members of the royal family has diminished in importance. On the contrary,
they have continued to contribute their effort and talent through providing invaluable assistance
in the royal duties and obligations of the sovereigns. In the present reign HRH Princess Galyani
Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has been in the position of the elder sister
who is most dear and close to His Majesty the King. She took part in the upbringing of both
King Ananda Mahidol and the present King from his early years and, since his ascension to the
throne, has devoted herself to the sharing of the royal duties of His Majesty the King. To assure
the King of the Princess Motherûs well-being, Her Royal Highness took the responsibility of
looking after her upon herself and provided close companionship and the most attentive of care.
Her Royal Highness tirelessly continued to serve both His Majesty the King and the Princess
Mother, representing them at various tasks on numerous occasions. HRH Princess Galyani
Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra is presently held in high esteem by her royal
relatives and the Thai people as the most senior member of the House of Chakri.
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ªí®®ÿ∫—π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¥”√ßÕ¬Ÿà „π∞“π–°ÿ≈‡™…∞å·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å ∑√ß
æ√–Õÿμ “À–∑’Ë®– àß‡ √‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»·≈–‡™‘¥™Ÿæ√–∫√¡√“™«ß»å „Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√“°Ø
¥â«¬ª√–°“√μà“ßÊ ‡™àπ∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ “¬√“™ °ÿ≈‡æ◊ËÕ‡º¬·æ√à·°àæ√–
ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘·≈–‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°àºŸâ π„®»÷°…“∑—Ë«‰ª

π—∫·μàæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™∑√ß
ª√–¥‘…∞“πæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å „π æ.». ÚÛÚı ®«∫®πªí®®ÿ∫—π‡ªìπ‡«≈“°«à“
 Õß√âÕ¬ªï ¡’æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å ◊∫√“™ —πμμ‘«ß»åμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß¡“∂÷ß ̆  √—™°“≈ ¡’æ√–√“™‚Õ√ 
æ√–√“™∏‘¥“∑’Ëª√– Ÿμ‘ „π·μà≈–√—™°“≈¡“°¡“¬À≈“¬æ√–Õß§å ·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å¡’æ√–√“™
‚Õ√  æ√–√“™∏‘¥“ ◊∫√“™ °ÿ≈μàÕ¡“‡ªìπÕ—π¡“° æ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å®÷ß‡ªìπμ√–°Ÿ≈«ß»åà
∑’Ë¡’ ¡“™‘°æ√–√“™«ß»å‡ªìπ®”π«π¡“° ¥—ß¡’æ√–ª√“√¿¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß∑’Ë¬—ß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å«à“ ∑√ß√Ÿâ ÷°«à“¡’æ’ËπâÕß¡“° ®”‰¡à‰¥â
«à“„§√‡ªìπ„§√ °“√æ∫ª–°—π¡—°æ∫„πß“π‡≈’È¬ß«ß»åμ√–°Ÿ≈√—™°“≈∑’Ë ı ∑’Ëæ√–∫√¡
«ß»“πÿ«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à∑√ß®—¥¢÷Èπ ‡™àπ ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–‡®â“«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“¿“≥ÿæ—π∏ÿå¬ÿ§≈
∑√ß®—¥∑’Ë«—ßÕ—»«‘π ∂◊Õ‡ªìπ°“√æ∫ª–°—π√–À«à“ß√“™«ß»å√–¥—∫™—Èπμà“ßÊ

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡’‚Õ°“ 
‰¥â‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“æ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠àÕ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥ ·≈–∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√∂à“¬∑Õ¥‡√◊ËÕß√“«
„π√“™ ”π—°„πÕ¥’μ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡ ”§—≠∑“ßª√–«—μ‘»“ μ√åæ√–√“™«ß»å ·≈–¥â«¬æ√–
Õÿªπ‘ —¬∑’Ë ‚ª√¥°“√»÷°…“§âπ§«â“·≈–√«∫√«¡¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈μà“ßÊ ‡ªìππ‘® ‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß«à“ß®“°
æ√–¿“√°‘®®÷ß∑√ß§âπ§«â“‡æ‘Ë¡‡μ‘¡‡ªìπæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡√◊ËÕßμà“ßÊ ‡™àπ ‡√◊ËÕß ç®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥

√“™ —πμμ‘«ß»åé ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬æ√–π“¡æ√–√“™‚Õ√  æ√–√“™∏‘¥“ ·≈–æ√–√“™
π—¥¥“ “¬√“™ °ÿ≈„πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ÷́Ëß∑√ß§âπ§«â“

  “ ¬ „ ¬ · Àà ß æ √ – √ “ ™ « ß »å
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T h e  B o n d  o f  t h e  R o y a l  F a m i l y

As a senior member of the House of Chakri, HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has devoted herself to
the promotion of the royal familyûs prestige and reputation by various means, such
as, through her writing of a book on the various branches of the royal family of
Thailand that was distributed among members of the royal family and the interested
members of the public.

It has been more than 200 years since King Rama I estab-
lished the Chakri Dynasty in 1782. With a succession of nine monarchs, including
the present king, the House of Chakri has grown into a large family consisting of
numerous princes and princesses who are the descendants of previous monarchs and
their offspring. When she was young, Her Royal Highness once made the observation
in jest that the number of her royal relatives was so large that she could not
remember who they were. Meetings for the descendants of King Chulalongkorn have
been held from time to time by the senior members of the royal family, for instance,
the meeting organized by the late HRH Prince Bhanubandhu Yugala at Aswin
Palace for royals of various ranks.

With the opportunity of meeting many senior members of the
royal family frequently, Her Royal Highness has been able to assemble a large number
of invaluable anecdotes and information on the past traditions and history of the royal
court. Inspired by her characteristic passion for scholastic research, she has collated the
information she has obtained and published it in many volumes in her free time. An
example of the books she has authored is: The Royal Family of Thailand

which contains the name lists of all the children and grandchildren of King Chulalongkorn



√«∫√«¡‰«âμ—Èß·μà æ.». ÚÙ˘˘ √“¬æ√–π“¡æ√–√“™‚Õ√ ·≈–æ√–√“™∏‘¥“ ®π∂÷ß„π
™—Èπæ√–√“™π—¥¥“ ·∫àßÕÕ°‡ªìπ Òˆ ¡À“ “¢“ μ’æ‘¡æå‡º¬·æ√à§√—Èß·√°‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ∑’Ë√–≈÷°

„πß“π©≈Õßæ√–™—π…“§√∫ ˆ ªï∫√‘∫Ÿ√≥å ¢ÕßÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“Õ¡√ ¡“π≈—°…≥å
°‘μ‘¬“°√ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò˜ ¡°√“§¡ æ.». Úı æ√–π‘æπ∏å
‡≈à¡π’È‡ ¡◊Õπ∑√ß∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë·π–π” ¡“™‘°„π√“™ °ÿ≈
„Àâ√Ÿâ®—°°—π

πÕ°®“°π’È ¬—ß¡’æ√–π‘æπ∏å‡√◊ËÕß çæ√–

√“™∏‘¥“„π√—™°“≈∑’Ë ıé ‡ªìπæ√–π‘æπ∏åÕ’°‡≈à¡Àπ÷Ëß
∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
‰¥â∑√ß∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß ¡“™‘°„π√“™ °ÿ≈ ‡ πÕ‡√◊ËÕß√“«
‡°’Ë¬«°—∫æ√–√“™‚Õ√ ·≈–æ√–√“™∏‘¥“„πæ√–∫“∑

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«„π¿“§·√°  à«π¿“§∑’Ë Õß‡ªìπæ√–ª√–«—μ‘¢Õß
æ√–Õß§å‡®â“«“ªï∫ÿ…∫“°√μ—Èß·μàª√– Ÿμ‘ ∑√ß‡®√‘≠«—¬ ·≈–‡√◊ËÕß√“«°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß
¢Õß∫â“π‡¡◊Õß„π™à«ß‡«≈“ ı √—™°“≈

ß“πæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡À≈à“π’È ‰¡à‡æ’¬ß¡’§ÿ≥§à“∑“ßª√–«—μ‘»“ μ√å·≈–
°“√»÷°…“æ√–ª√–«—μ‘æ√–√“™«ß»å‡∑à“π—Èπ ¬—ß‡ªìπ°“√‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»¢Õßæ√–√“™«ß»å
Õ’°∑“ßÀπ÷Ëß¥â«¬ ·≈–∑’Ë ”§—≠§◊Õ °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡·πàπ·øÑπ„πæ√–√“™«ß»å ‡ªìπ§ÿ≥Ÿª°“√
·°àºŸâ∑’Ë ◊∫√“™ °ÿ≈ “¢“μà“ßÊ

πÕ°®“°∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏åÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫æ√–√“™«ß»å·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å¬—ß¡’æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡Õ◊ÈÕ‡øóôÕ·°àæ√–√“™«ß»å∑—Èßª«ß
¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ß‡ªìπª√–∏“π®—¥ß“π«—π√—™°“≈∑’Ë ı ∑’Ë«—¥√“™∫æ‘∏œ ‡æ◊ËÕ∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°ÿ»≈
„π‚Õ°“ «—πæ√–√“™ ¡¿æ¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡Õ—¬°“∏‘√“™ ÷́Ëß∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘¡“‡ªìπª√–®”∑ÿ°ªï ·≈– æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ¬—ß‡ªìπ
¡ß§≈«“√–æ‘‡»… §◊Õ °“√∑”∫ÿ≠©≈Õßæ√–™π¡“¬ÿ§√∫ ̂  √Õ∫¢Õß‡®â“π“¬ ı æ√–Õß§å
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as well as the different branches of a royal family that can be divided into 16 families.
This book was first published as a memento for the sixtieth birthday celebration of

HSH Prince Amara Samarnlaksana Kitiyakara on January 17th, 1957.
It was meant to serve as an introductory guide for
members of the royal family to become better ac-
quainted to one another.

Another book Her Royal Highness has
authored in her capacity as a member of the
Chakri Dynasty is entitled çThe Daughters

of King Chulalongkorné. Divided into
two sections, the first section provides informa-

tion on the sons and daughters of King Chulalongkorn while the second section
concentrates on the biography of Princess Varpi Busbakara, from her birth and through
her growing up and reflects the changes in Thailand over a total of five reigns.

These books do not only contain informative historical data for
the study of the royal family but also reflect Her Royal Highnessû determination to
enhance the prestige of the House of Chakri and to create a closer bond of affinity
among the members of the various branches of the royal family.

Apart from writing on and researching topics related to the
royal family, Her Royal Highness has also continued to extend her benevolence to all
members of the royal family. Her Royal Highness has presided over the annual King
Chulalongkorn Day event at Ratchabopit Temple, which is a merit-making ceremony
in commemoration of the birthday of King Chulalongkorn. However, a special
function was held for this day in 1995 on the auspicious occasion of the sixth cycle
birthday of five members of the royal family whose birthdays coincided with the
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∑’Ëª√– Ÿμ‘ „πªïπ—°…—μ√‡¥’¬«°—π §◊Õ ªï°ÿπ ‡√’¬ßμ“¡≈”¥—∫æ√–¬» ≈”¥—∫æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ·≈–
æ√–™—π…“ §◊Õ  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ
æ√–Õß§å‡®â“ ÿ¢ÿ¡“¿‘π—π∑å »“ μ√“®“√¬å À¡àÕ¡‡®â“ ÿ¿—∑√¥‘» ¥‘»°ÿ≈ À¡àÕ¡‡®â“À≠‘ß°‘μ‘ªªî¬“
°‘μ‘¬“°√ ·≈–À¡àÕ¡‡®â“¿—∑√≈¥“ ¥‘»°ÿ≈ ´÷ËßπÕ°®“°°“√‡ªìπæ√–≠“μ‘°—π·≈â« ∫“ß
æ√–Õß§å¬—ß∑√ß‡ªìπæ√– À“¬√à«¡‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’¡“¥â«¬°—π  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ß‡ªìπ ç·¡àß“πé  √â“ß§«“¡ª≈◊È¡ªïμ‘„Àâ·°à‡®â“π“¬ºŸâ√à«¡ªï
π—°…—μ√‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß À¡àÕ¡‡®â“¿—∑√≈¥“ ¥‘»°ÿ≈ ¡’√—∫ —Ëß«à“ ç...§√—Èßπ’È ¡‡¥Á®À≠‘ßœ ∑à“π
∑√ß™«π‡√“°Á¥’„® Õ¬à“ß‡√“§ß‰¡àÀ“≠‰ª™«π∑à“πÀ√Õ° πÕ°®“°∑à“π®–‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
√—∫ —Ëß™«π‡¬’Ë¬ß§√“«π’È...é

ß“πæ√–°ÿ»≈„π§√—Èßπ—Èπ‡™◊ËÕ‰¥â«à“‡®â“π“¬∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å∑’Ë ‰¥â√à«¡
‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®æ√–°ÿ»≈ ∑√ß¡’æ√–Àƒ∑—¬·™à¡™◊Ëπ‡∫‘°∫“π·≈– ”π÷°„πæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ·≈–°àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡√—°„§√à·πàπ·øÑπ
„πÀ¡Ÿà‡®â“π“¬„πæ√–√“™«ß»å‡æ‘Ë¡¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπÕ—π¡“° ‚¥¬‡©æ“–»“ μ√“®“√¬å À¡àÕ¡‡®â“
 ÿ¿—∑√¥‘» ¥‘»°ÿ≈ π—Èπ ‰¥â∑√ß¡’ ‚Õ°“ ∂«“¬ß“π ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å ‚¥¬∂«“¬§”Õ∏‘∫“¬„π°“√μ“¡‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√‚∫√“≥ ∂“π∑—Èß„π
·≈–μà“ßª√–‡∑»¥â«¬

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ·∫∫Õ¬à“ß
„π°“√«“ßæ√–Õß§åÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡·≈–°Õª√¥â«¬æ√–‡¡μμ“°√ÿ≥“ ∑√ß‡ªìπª√–¥ÿ®
ç¥«ß·°â«é Õ—π‡ªìπ ç»√’é ¢Õß√“™ °ÿ≈«ß»å ∑√ß√—°·≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë√—°¢Õßæ√–∫√¡«ß»å
∑√ß¡’æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√ß¥ß“¡πÕ∫πâÕ¡∂àÕ¡æ√–Õß§åμàÕæ√–√“™«ß»åºŸâ¡’Õ“«ÿ‚  Ÿß°«à“ √«¡
μ≈Õ¥∂÷ßæ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘·≈–ºŸâ∑’Ë¡’Õÿª°“√§ÿ≥μàÕæ√–Õß§å¡“·μà°àÕπÕ¬à“ß‡ ¡Õμâπ
‡ ¡Õª≈“¬μ≈Õ¥¡“ ∑√ßª√–æƒμ‘ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–Õß§å‡ªìπºŸâ„À≠à∑’Ë¥’ ∑—Èß„π·ßà°“√«“ßæ√–Õß§å
Õ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡·≈–§«“¡¡’æ√–‡¡μμ“‡Õ◊ÈÕ‡øóôÕμàÕºŸâÕ◊Ëπ
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same lunar year of the boar. They were, in order of their royal rank and age: Her
Royal Highness, HH Prince Sukhumabhinanda, Professor HSH Prince Subhadradis
Diskul, HSH Princess Kitippiya Kitiyakara, and HSH Princess Bhadaralada Diskul.
As well as being of the same royal blood, some of the five royal siblings were
childhood friends from Rajini School. Her Royal Highness served as the çchief
organiseré of this special function, bringing much joy and earning a profound sense
of gratitude from the rest of the group. HSH Princess Bhadaralada Diskul stated
that çWhen Her Royal Highness first broached the idea, we were overwhelmed by
her kindness because we would never have dreamed of inviting her to join our
celebration.é

It was apparent that all the royal luminaries who participated
in this merit-making ceremony were overcome with joy and gratitude for the kindness
extended to them by their royal contemporary. This serves as a good example of how
she has contributed to strengthening the affectionate bond between members of the
royal family. This is of particular relevance in the case of the late Professor HSH
Prince Subhadradis Diskul. As one of Thailandûs foremost professors of archaeol-
ogy, he had offered his services by providing explanations and information during
many of her visits to ancient historical sites both in Thailand and overseas.

It has become evident that over the years Her Royal Highness
has conducted herself most appropriately through her exemplary manner. As the
shining light of the Chakri Dynasty, Her Royal Highness has earned the love and
respect of her fellow members of the royal family. Those who have had the honour
of coming into contact with her gracious presence find that her manner is consis-
tently simple and unassuming. Undoubtedly, she remains the perfect model of a kind
and benevolent person of high rank and authority.









In Praise of
a Princess
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡ªìπæ√–∫√¡«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å„π√—™°“≈
ªí®®ÿ∫—π ∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–∞“π– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’ „πæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å‰∑¬ Õß
æ√–Õß§å §◊Õ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õ—∞¡√“¡“∏‘∫¥‘π∑√
·≈–æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√¡‘π∑√¡À“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™  ¬“¡‘π∑√“∏‘√“™∫√¡π“∂∫æ‘μ√

π—∫·μà ¡‡¥Á®æ√–Õπÿ™“∏‘√“™ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“
Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õ—∞¡√“¡“∏‘∫¥‘π∑√ ‡ ¥Á®¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™ ¡∫—μ‘  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å®÷ß‡ªìπ‡®â“π“¬„πæ√–√“™«ß»å∑’Ë¥”√ßæ√–¬» Ÿß¬‘Ëß
æ√–Õß§åÀπ÷Ëß ∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®„π∞“π–æ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ß¥ß“¡
 ¡°—∫æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ·≈–‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å‡≈Á°‰¥â ◊∫√“™ ¡∫—μ‘μàÕ®“°æ√–Õπÿ™“
æ√–Õß§å„À≠à  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å¬—ß§ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®
·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√–„π°“√ à«πæ√–Õß§åæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« Õ—π‰¥â·°à °“√
ª√ππ‘∫—μ‘ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’·≈–∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®„π∞“π–‡®â“π“¬„πæ√–
√“™«ß»å ‡æ◊ËÕ™’«‘μ§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ¢Õßæ °π‘°√∑ÿ°À¡Ÿà‡À≈à“

μ“¡‚∫√“≥√“™ª√–‡æ≥’∑’ËªØ‘∫—μ‘ ◊∫‡π◊ËÕß¡“ æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å
®–∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»‚¥¬°“√‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπæ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬»
·¥à‡®â“π“¬„πæ√–√“™«ß»å∑’Ë∑”§ÿ≥ª√–‚¬™πå·°àæ√–√“™«ß»å·≈–ª√–‡∑»™“μ‘„Àâ Ÿß¢÷Èπ
μ“¡·μà§ÿ≥§«“¡¥’∑’Ë‰¥â∑√ßª√–°Õ∫‰«â ‚¥¬°“√‡©≈‘¡æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬» ∂“ªπ“„Àâ ç∑√ß°√¡é
´÷Ëß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„πæ√–Õß§å
Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√‡©≈‘¡æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬»™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™«ß»å
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra is a senior member of the royal family of the present reign and the
elder sister of two monarchs, King Ananda Mahidol, Rama VIII, and King Bhumibol
Adulyadej, Rama IX.

With the ascension to the throne of the first of her younger
brothers as His Majesty King Ananda Mahidol, Rama VIII, Her Royal Highness
became one of the highest ranking royals of the Royal House of Chakri. She would
perform her royal duties and conduct herself with such grace and propriety that she
earned the deep respect and admiration of by other royals and the Thai people. After
King Bhumibol Adulyadej, Rama IX, subsequently succeeded his brother on the
throne, Her Royal Highness continued to devote herself to a life of sacrifice, sharing
some of His Majestyûs personal obligations in order to lessen the demands of his
royal burdens, for example, her filial piety dictated that she constantly provide close
attention to the care and companionship of HRH the Princess Mother before the
latterûs demise. Moreover, she has also taken it to heart to be closely involved in the
improvement of the quality of life for all Thais.

According to traditional court practice a king is entitled to
bestow honour and prestige upon any member of the royal family who has made
significant contribution to the royal family and the country through the bestowal of
a rank and title of a higher level that is appropriate to their contribution. One way
of achieving this is the assigning of the Krom title, known as çSong Kromé, upon
royals who have distinguished themselves in their esteemed service to the royal
family or the country. Her Royal Highness is one of the few female members of the
royal family who received the highest rank of the Chakri Dynasty.
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√— ™   ¡— ¬ æ √ – ∫ “ ∑   ¡ ‡ ¥Á ® æ √ – ‡ ®â “ Õ ¬Ÿà À— «

√— ™ ° “ ≈ ∑’Ë  ˆ  · ≈ – √— ™ ° “ ≈ ∑’Ë  ˜

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡¡◊ËÕ·√°
ª√– Ÿμ‘∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–¬»‡ªìπÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“ μ“¡∏√√¡‡π’¬¡√“™μ√–°Ÿ≈ ∑’Ë°”Àπ¥‰«â«à“
æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“ ´÷Ëßæ√–¡“√¥“‡ªìπæ√–Õß§å‡®â“À√◊ÕÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“ æ√–
‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“®–¥”√ßæ√–Õ‘ √‘¬»—°¥‘Ï‡ªìπæ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“  à«πæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“
´÷Ëß¡“√¥“¡‘‰¥â‡ªìπ‡®â“®–¥”√ßæ√–¬»‡ªìπÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡ªìπæ√–∏‘¥“
¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“¡À‘¥≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™œ ·≈–À¡àÕ¡ —ß«“≈¬å ( ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™™ππ’) ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ “¡—≠™π æ√–∏‘¥“·≈–æ√–‚Õ√ Õß§å„À≠à®÷ß∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–¬»
À¡àÕ¡‡®â“¡“·μà·√°ª√– Ÿμ‘

μàÕ¡“„π ¡—¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª°‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë ˜
∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ¬°¬àÕßÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“´÷Ëß‡ªìπæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“„π ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“
´÷Ëßæ√–™ππ’∑√ß»—°¥‘Ï™—Èπ ¡‡¥Á®·≈–∑’Ë¡“√¥“¡‘ ‰¥â‡ªìπ‡®â“ ¢÷Èπ¥”√ßæ√–¬»‡ªìπ
æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“ μ“¡ª√–°“»æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√π’È æ√–‚Õ√ æ√–∏‘¥“
„π ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“¡À‘¥≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™œ ®÷ß∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–¬»æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“
π—∫·μàπ—Èπ‡ªìπμâπ¡“
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T h e  R e i g n s  o f  K i n g  V a j i r a v u d h ,  R a m a  V I ,

a n d  K i n g  P r a j a d h i p o k ,  R a m a  V I I

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas

Rajanagarindra was, by right of birth, a royal of Mom Chao [Her Serene Highness]

rank. According to Palace Law, children of a father of Somdetch Chao Fa rank by

a mother of Phra Ong Chao or Mom Chao rank are entitled to the rank of Phra

Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao, but if the royal children were born by a

commoner mother they are entitled only to the rank of Mom Chao.

Since Her Royal Highness was the daughter of Prince Mahidol

of Songkhla and Mom Sangvalya (the Princess Mother) who was not of royal birth,

Her Royal Highness was not entitled to the rank of Chao Fa since her birth.

In the reign of King Prajadhipok, Rama VII, the King gra-

ciously elevated all royals of Mom Chao rank who were born to a father of

Somdetch Chao Fa rank, who himself has a mother of Somdetch rank, by a

commoner mother to a higher rank of Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao. Once

it came into effect, this royal promulgation automatically applied to the children of

Prince Mahidol of Songkhla.



¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√„πæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√¡‘π∑√¡À“ª√–™“∏‘ª°
æ√–ª°‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ¥”√— ‡Àπ◊Õ‡°≈â“œ „Àâª√–°“»∑√“∫∑—Ë«°—π«à“ ∑√ßæ√–√“™¥”√‘«à“„π‡«≈“π’È
æ√–√“™«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à°Á¡’πâÕ¬·≈â« ·≈–À¡àÕ¡‡®â“„π ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“´÷Ëß¡“√¥“‡ªìπæ√–Õß§å‡®â“·≈–À¡àÕ¡‡®â“
°Á‰¥â ∂“ªπ“¢÷Èπ‡ªìπæ√–‡®â“«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“ „Àâ∫ÿμ√¡’∫√√¥“»—°¥‘Ï‡ªìπÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“ ¥—ß·®âßÕ¬Ÿà „π
ª√–°“»·μà°àÕπ·≈â« ∫—¥π’È ∑√ßæ√–√“™¥”√‘‡ÀÁπ ¡§«√®–¬°¬àÕßÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“ Õ—π‡ªìπæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“„π
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“ ÷́Ëßæ√–™ππ’∑√ß»—°¥‘Ï™—Èπ ¡‡¥Á® §◊Õ „π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“®“μÿ√πμå√—»¡’
°√¡æ√–®—°√æ√√¥‘æß»å  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™ªîμÿ≈“ ∫√¡æß»“¿‘¡ÿ¢ ‡®â“øÑ“¿“≥ÿ√—ß…’ «à“ß«ß»å °√¡æ√–¬“¿“≥ÿ
æ—π∏ÿ«ß»å«√‡¥™  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ë¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“∫√‘æ—μ√ ÿ¢ÿ¡æ—π∏ÿå °√¡æ√–π§√ «√√§å«√æ‘π‘μ  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ë¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“¡À‘¥≈Õ¥ÿ≈‡¥™ °√¡¢ÿπ ß¢≈“π§√‘π∑√å  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ë¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“®ÿ±“∏ÿ™∏√“¥‘≈°
°√¡¢ÿπ‡æÁ™√∫Ÿ√≥Õ‘π∑√“‰™¬ ÷́Ëß¡“√¥“¡‘‰¥â‡ªìπ‡®â“ ¢÷Èπ¥”√ßæ√–¬»‡ªìπæ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“

®÷ß∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ¬°À¡àÕ¡‡®â“„π°√¡∑’ËÕÕ°æ√–π“¡¡“·≈â«π—Èπ¢÷Èπ
‡ªìπæ√–Õß§å‡®â“ „™â§”π”æ√–π“¡«à“ æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ „Àâ∑√ß»—°¥‘π“ Û ∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§å ◊∫‰ª

ª√–°“»¡“ ≥ «—π∑’Ë ¯ æƒ»®‘°“¬π æÿ∑∏»—°√“™ ÚÙ˜ ‡ªìπªï∑’Ë Û „π√—™°“≈
ªí®®ÿ∫—π

ª√–°“»„π√“™°‘®®“πÿ‡∫°…“ ‡≈à¡ ÙÙ  «—π∑’Ë ¯ æƒ»®‘°“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜ Àπâ“ ÚıÛ-ÚıÙ

ª √ – ° “ »

μ—È ß æ √ – « √ « ß »å ‡ ∏ Õ

æ √ – Õ ß §å ‡ ®â “



Upon the royal command of His Majesty King Prajadhipok let it be known that

with regards to the decreasing number of senior members of the royal family and the earlier elevation

of children of Mom Chao rank, who were born to a father of Somdetch Chao Fa rank by a mother of

Phra Ong Chao and Mom Chao ranks, to the Phra Chao Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao rank,

whose children are entitled to the rank of Mom Chao; His Majesty the King presently deems it

appropriate to elevate royals of Mom Chao rank, who are children of fathers of Somdetch Chao Fa

rank whose mothers are of Somdetch rank, to the rank of Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao.

This promulgation shall apply to the children of the following royals:  HRH Prince Chaturanta Rasmi,

Prince Chakrabardibongse; HRH Prince Bhanurangsi Savangwongse, Prince Bhanubandhuwongse

Voradej; HRH Prince Paribatra Sukhumbandhu, Prince of Nakorn Savarn; HRH Prince Mahidol

Adulyadej, Prince of Songkhla; and HRH Prince Chudadhuj Dharadilok, Prince of Bejraburna.

His Majesty the King graciously elevated royals of Mom Chao rank who are

children of the above-mentioned Princes to the rank of Phra Vorawongse Ther and to be entitled to

a Sakdina of 3000 henceforth.

Promulgated on November 8th, B.E. 2470 in the third year of the present reign.

Promulgated in the Royal Gazette, Vol. 44, dated November 8th, B.E. 2470 (1927), pp. 253-254.

A  R o y a l  P r o m u l g a t i o n

o n  t h e  I n s t i t u t i o n  o f  R o y a l s  o f

P h r a  V o r a w o n g s e  T h e r  P h r a  O n g  C h a o  R a n k



√— ™   ¡— ¬ æ √ – ∫ “ ∑   ¡ ‡ ¥Á ® æ √ – ‡ ®â “ Õ ¬Ÿà À— «

√— ™ ° “ ≈ ∑’Ë  ¯

‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å„À≠à‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‡ «¬√“™ ¡∫—μ‘ ◊∫ —πμμ‘«ß»å
‡ªìπæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯ ∑√ß ∂“ªπ“ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’
‡æ’¬ßæ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«„Àâ∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬»‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ æ√âÕ¡°—∫°“√‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™ªîμÿ®©“·≈–æ√–Õπÿ™“
‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò °√°Æ“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ˜˜

After his ascension to the throne, King Ananda Mahidol
instituted his only sister to the rank and title of Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang
Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana at the same time that he granted both his
paternal aunt and younger brother to higher royal ranks on July 10th, 1934.

T h e  R e i g n  o f  K i n g  A n a n d a  M a h i d o l ,

R a m a  V I I I
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™ªîμÿ®©“ ‡®â“øÑ“«‰≈¬Õ≈ß°√≥å °√¡À≈«ß‡æ™√∫ÿ√’√“™ ‘√‘π∏√
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“πâÕß¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™

ª√–°“»

‚¥¬∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“«‰≈¬Õ≈ß°√≥å °√¡À≈«ß‡æ™√∫ÿ√’√“™ ‘√‘π∏√ ‡ªìπæ√–‚ ∑√
‡™…∞¿§‘π’ ·Ààß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™∫‘¥“ ‡®â“øÑ“¡À‘¥≈Õ¥ÿ≈‡¥™ °√¡À≈«ß ß¢≈“π§√‘π∑√å Õ¬Ÿà„π™—Èπæ√–∫√¡«ß»å
ºŸâ „À≠àÕ—π Ÿß»—°¥‘Ï ·≈–æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °—∫ æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈
Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ °Á‡ªìπæ√–√“™‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’ ·≈–æ√–√“™‚ ∑√“πÿ™“„π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ‡ªìπ°“√
 ¡§«√‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»¢÷Èπ‰«â„Àâ ¡·°à∞“π–„π¢—μμ‘¬«ß»å∑—Èß Û æ√–Õß§å

§≥–ºŸâ ”‡√Á®√“™°“√·∑πæ√–Õß§å „πæ√–ª√¡“¿‘‰∏¬  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
®÷Ëßª√–°“»‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ¥—ËßμàÕ‰ªπ’È

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“«‰≈¬Õ≈ß°√≥å °√¡À≈«ß‡æ™√∫ÿ√’√“™ ‘√‘π∏√ ‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™
ªîμÿ®©“ ‡®â“øÑ“«‰≈¬Õ≈ß°√≥å °√¡À≈«ß‡æ™√∫ÿ√’√“™ ‘√‘π∏√

æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“

æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ ‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“πâÕß¬“‡∏Õ
‡®â“øÑ“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™

¢Õ„Àâ∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ æ√√≥  ÿ¢ æ≈ ªØ‘¿“≥ §ÿ≥ “√ ¡∫—μ‘  √√æ ‘√‘ «— ¥‘
æ‘æ—≤π¡ß§≈ «‘∫ÿ≈¬»ÿ¿º≈  °≈‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ‡¥™“πÿ¿“æ ¡‚ÀÃ“√∑ÿ°ª√–°“√

ª√–°“»¡“ ≥ «—π∑’Ë Ò °√°Æ“§¡ æÿ∑∏»—°√“™ ÚÙ˜˜

ª√–°“»„π√“™°‘®®“πÿ‡∫°…“ ‡≈à¡ ıÚ ·ºπ° “¡—≠ ¿“§ Ò «—π∑’Ë Úı °√°Æ“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ˜¯ Àπâ“
ÒÒ˜¯-ÒÒ˜˘



Somdetch Phra Raja Pituchha Chao Fa Valaya Alongkorn, Krom Luang Bejraburi Rajasirindhorn
Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana

Somdetch Phra Chao Nongya Ther Chao Fa Bhumibol Adulyadej

A Royal Promulgation

His Majesty the King deems it appropriate that HRH Princess Valaya
Alongkorn, Princess of Bejraburi, the elder sister by the same mother of the Prince Father, HRH
Prince Mahidol Adulyadej, Prince of Songkhla and an illustrious senior member of the royal
family together with Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao Galyani Vadhana and Phra Vorawongse
Ther Phra Ong Chao Bhumibol Adulyadej, who are His Majesty the Kingûs elder sister and
younger brother by the same mother, be elevated to their proper royal ranks and titles.

On behalf of His Majesty the King, the Board of Regents hereby proclaims
a creation of the following ranks and titles for all three royals:

Somdetch Chao Fa Valaya Alongkorn, Krom Luang Bejraburi Rajasirindhorn
is elevated to Somdetch Phra Raja Pituchha Chao Fa Valaya Alongkorn, Krom Luang Bejraburi
Rajasirindhorn.

Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao Galyani Vadhana is elevated to
Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana

Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra Ong Chao Bhumibol Adulyadej is elevated to
Somdetch Phra Chao Nongya Ther Chao Fa Bhumibol Adulyadej

May all the above-mentioned royals be blessed with longevity, beauty,
strength, wisdom, and prosperity of immense magnitude from this day forward.

Promulgated on July 10th, B.E. 2477.

Promulgated in the Royal Gazette, Vol. 52, Ordinary version, Section 1, dated July 25th, B.E.
2478 (1934), pp. 1178-1179.
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¥”√ß
æ√–¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ„πæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å ®÷ß∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß
√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π∂◊Õ‰¥â«à“‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å Ÿß ÿ¥ ”À√—∫√“™μ√–°Ÿ≈ ¥—ßπ’È

‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√ ∂“ªπ“‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò °√°Æ“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ˜˜ ·≈â«
μàÕ¡“ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™
Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“™—Èπª∞¡®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“ (ª.®.) Õ—π‡ªìπ™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß‡§√◊ËÕß√“™
Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åμ√–°Ÿ≈π’È ”À√—∫ΩÉ“¬„π ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ú °—π¬“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜¯

‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“ ”À√—∫ΩÉ“¬„π‡¡◊ËÕ·√° √â“ßπ—Èπ
™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–¡‡À ’ ‡®â“øÑ“ ‡®â“π“¬ºŸâ „À≠à„π√—™°“≈∑’Ë Ú √—™°“≈∑’Ë Û
√—™°“≈∑’Ë Ù ·≈–√—™°“≈∑’Ë ı √—™°“≈≈– Ò æ√–Õß§å æ√– π¡„π√—™°“≈∑’Ë ı  Õß∑à“π
√«¡ ÒÙ  ”√—∫ ∂◊Õ‰¥â«à“‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å∑’Ëæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“
‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“π·°à‡®â“π“¬ΩÉ“¬„π∑’Ë¥”√ßæ√–Õ‘ √‘¬¬» Ÿß ·≈–‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë „°≈â™‘¥
æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å ́ ÷Ëß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡’æ√–§ÿ≥ ¡∫—μ‘
∑—Èß Õß¢âÕ®÷ß∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“ ”À√—∫ΩÉ“¬„π
™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò ª∞¡®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“ (ª.®.)
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As the elder sister of His Majesty the King, HRH Prin-
cess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has had a
number of the highest order of the royal decorations of the House of Chakri
bestowed upon her.

After being elevated to the eminent title of Somdetch Phra
Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana on July 10th, 1934, Her Royal
Highness received the highest grade of the Most Illustrious Order of Chula
Chom Klao for a female member of the royal family, the Knight Grand Cross
(First Class), on September 20th, 1935.

The female members of the Most Illustrious Order of
Chula Chom Klao were created for the high-ranking female members of the
royal family who are closely related to the king. For example, a total of 14 sets
of the Most Illustrious Order of Chula Chom Klao of the first grade were
bestowed upon the queens, royals of Chao Fa rank, and senior members of the
royal family in the reigns of King Rama II, III, IV, and Rama V; including
another two sets that were bestowed upon two royal consorts of King Rama V.
Being a high-ranking female member of the royal family and being closely
related with His Majesty the King, the highest grade of the Most Illustrious
Order of Chula Chom Klao for female member of the royal family, the Knight
Grand Cross (First Class), was, therefore, bestowed upon HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra.
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‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈‡ ¥Á®œ π‘«—μ
æ√–π§√§√—Èß·√°„π æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
´÷Ëß‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®¥â«¬ ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß¢—μμ‘¬√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π¡’‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥
√ÿàß‡√◊Õß¬‘Ëß¡À“®—°√’∫√¡√“™«ß»å ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÒÙ æƒ»®‘°“¬π æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò ∑√ß∫—π∑÷°
‰«â „πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ç...«—π∑’Ë ÒÙ ‰¥â¡’æ‘∏’
™—°∏ß¡À“√“™·≈–æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å¡À“®—°√’·°à¢â“æ‡®â“·≈–æ√–Õπÿ™“...é
‡§√◊ËÕß¢—μμ‘¬√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åμ√–°Ÿ≈π’È ”À√—∫ª√–¥—∫„π°“√‡ ¥Á®‰ª„πß“πæ√–√“™æ‘∏’
μà“ßÊ ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕßª√–¥—∫ ”À√—∫‡™‘¥™Ÿæ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ”À√—∫æ√–√“™«ß»å∑’Ë ◊∫ “¬μ√ß
¡“·μàæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“®ÿÃ“‚≈°¡À“√“™

πÕ°®“°‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å∑—Èß Õßμ√–°Ÿ≈·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å¬—ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡À√’¬≠√—μπ“¿√≥å √—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯
™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò (Õª√. Ò) ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÒÙ æƒ»®‘°“¬π æ.». ÚÙ¯Ò ‡À√’¬≠√—μπ“¿√≥åπ’È
‡ªìπ‡À√’¬≠√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å ”À√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡ªìπ∫”‡ÀπÁ®§«“¡™Õ∫„πæ√–Õß§å
ª√–®”·μà≈–√—™°“≈π—∫μ—Èß·μàæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕßÀ¡“¬
„πæ√–¡À“°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥ à«πæ√–Õß§å °“√∑’Ë®–æ√–√“™∑“π·°àºŸâ „¥π—Èπ  ÿ¥·μà®–∑√ß
æ√–√“™¥”√‘‡ÀÁπ ¡§«√ √«¡∑—Èß‡ªìπ°“√æ√–√“™∑“πμ“¡æ√–√“™Õ—∏¬“»—¬ ‡À√’¬≠
√—μπ“¿√≥åª√–®”√—™°“≈μà“ßÊ ¡’Õ—°…√æ√–ª√¡“¿‘‰∏¬¬àÕª√–®”æ√–Õß§åÕ¬Ÿà∫πμ—«‡√◊Õπ
¡’μ—Èß·μà™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò ∂÷ß™—Èπ∑’Ë ı  ”À√—∫√—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π¡’Õ—°…√¬àÕ«à“ ¿ª√.
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During his first return trip to Thailand in 1938, King Ananda

Mahidolûs had the Most Illustrious Order of the Royal House of Chakri bestowed

upon HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra,

who accompanied him on this trip, on November 14th, 1938. Her Royal Highness

recounts this event in her book çFrom Little Princes to Young Kingsé in

these words: çOn the 14th, the raising of the Maharat Flag ceremony was staged

and the royal decorations of the Most Illustrious Order of the Royal House of

Chakri were bestowed upon my younger brother and I.é This order of royal decora-

tion is to be decorated during an attendance to all state functions; it is a mark of

honour for members of the royal family who are the direct descendants of King

Buddha Yod Fa Chulalok the Great, Rama I.

Apart from these two orders of the royal decorations HRH

Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra also received

the King Ananda Mahidolûs Royal Cypher (Rattanabhorn) Medal (Rama VIII),

First Class, on November 14th, 1938. This is a medal of honour and recognition

of service to the King that all monarchs since the reign of King Chulalongkorn

bestowed upon any person of their choice that they deemed worthy of the honour.

The Rattanabhorn Medals represent the granting of royal benevolence on a particular

individual. They are generally created for a specific reign with the royal monogram

of each reign appearing on the face of the medals. There are five grades of the

Rattanabhorn Medal; the monogram of Phor Por Ror appears on the medals of the

present reign.
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√— ™   ¡— ¬ æ √ – ∫ “ ∑   ¡ ‡ ¥Á ® æ √ – ‡ ®â “ Õ ¬Ÿà À— «

√— ™ ° “ ≈ ∑’Ë  ˘

μàÕ¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å‡≈Á°‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‡ «¬√“™ ¡∫—μ‘
 ◊∫ —πμμ‘«ß»å‡ªìπæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈∑’Ë ̆   ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡À√’¬≠√—μπ“¿√≥å √—™°“≈∑’Ë ˘ ™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò
(¿ª√. Ò) ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ˆ ¡°√“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ˘ˆ

‡À√’¬≠æ‘∑—°…å‡ √’™π‡ªìπ‡À√’¬≠√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åª√–‡¿∑
æ√–√“™∑“π‡ªìπ∫”‡ÀπÁ®§«“¡°≈â“À“≠ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“
‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ®—¥ √â“ß¢÷Èπ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚıÒÚ μ“¡æ√–√“™∫—≠≠—μ‘‡À√’¬≠æ‘∑—°…å‡ √’™π
æ.». ÚıÒÚ ·≈–ª√–°“»§≥–ªØ‘«—μ‘©∫—∫∑’Ë ÛÙ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÒÛ ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚıÒı
æ√–√“™∑“π·°à∑À“√ μ”√«® ¢â“√“™°“√ ·≈–√“…Æ√ ́ ÷Ëß‰¥âªØ‘∫—μ‘°“√ Ÿâ√∫ºŸâ°àÕ°“√√â“¬
§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ μå¥â«¬§«“¡°≈â“À“≠À√◊Õ‰¥â√—∫∫“¥‡®Á∫ œ≈œ ‚¥¬ºà“π°“√æ‘®“√≥“¢Õß
§≥–°√√¡°“√æ‘®“√≥“°“√¢Õæ√–√“™∑“π‡À√’¬≠æ‘∑—°…å‡ √’™π °ÕßÕ”π«¬°“√√—°…“
§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß¿“¬„π «à“¡’§ÿ≥ ¡∫—μ‘§√∫∂â«πμ“¡√–‡∫’¬∫«à“¥â«¬°“√¢Õæ√–√“™∑“π

°“√π’È‰¥â°√“∫∫—ß§¡∑Ÿ≈¢Õæ√–√“™∑“π‡À√’¬≠æ‘∑—°…å‡ √’™π™—Èπ∑’Ë Ò
∂«“¬ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò˘ ¡°√“§¡ æ.».
ÚıÒ¯ μàÕ¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ú ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚıÚÚ ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™
Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π‡ªìπ∑’Ë‡™‘¥™Ÿ¬‘Ëß™â“ß‡º◊Õ° ™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥ ¡À“ª√¡“¿√≥å™â“ß‡º◊Õ° (¡.ª.™.)
·≈–‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π¡’‡°’¬√μ‘¬»¬‘Ëß ™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥ ¡À“«™‘√¡ß°ÿÆ (¡.«.¡.) ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™
Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å∑—Èß Õßμ√–°Ÿ≈π’È°”Àπ¥„Àâæ√–√“™∑“π·°àºŸâ∑”§«“¡¥’§«“¡™Õ∫
‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°à√“™°“√À√◊Õ “∏“√≥™π μ“¡∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–√“™¥”√‘‡ÀÁπ ¡§«√ ́ ÷Ëßπ—∫·μà
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After her second younger brother was proclaimed King Bhumibol

Adulyadej, Rama IX, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas

Rajanagarindra was bestowed the King Bhumibol Adulyadejûs Royal Cypher Medal

(Rama IX), First Class, on January 6th, 1953.

King Bhumibol Adulyadej instituted the Freeman Safeguard-

ing (Pitak Serichon) Medal as a token of recognition of an act of bravery in 1969

under the Freeman Safeguarding Medal Act of 1969 and Notification of the

Revolutionary Council No. 304, dated December 13th, 1972. The medals are

bestowed upon military and police officers, government officials, and members of the

public who fought against the communist insurgents with bravery or who were

wounded in the combat. The granting of medals must be approved by a Committee

for the consideration of the application for the bestowal of the Freeman Safeguard-

ing Medal set up by the Internal Security Operations Command, only applicants

with appropriate qualifications required by relevant regulations shall be granted the

medals.

After the government had submitted an application for the

bestowal of the Freeman Safeguarding Medal (First Class) upon Her Royal High-

ness, the medal was bestowed upon her on January 19th, 1975. On December 2nd,

1979, His Majesty the King also bestowed upon her the Knight Grand Cordon

T h e  R e i g n  o f  K i n g

B h u m i b o l  A d u l y a d e j ,  R a m a  I X
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æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«‡ ¥Á®¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™ ¡∫—μ‘  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®‡ªìπ§ÿ≥Õ‡π°Õπ—πμå·°àª√–‡∑»™“μ‘
μ≈Õ¥¡“

‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡®√‘≠
æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ§√∫ ı √Õ∫ „π«—π∑’Ë ÚÙ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÚˆ „π‚Õ°“ Õ—π‡ªìπ
¡À“¡ß§≈π’Èæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«‰¥â∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“π
‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π‡ªìπ‚∫√“≥¡ß§≈πæ√—μπå√“™«√“¿√≥å (π.√.) „πß“πæ√–√“™æ‘∏’
©≈Õßæ√–™π¡“¬ÿ§√∫ ı √Õ∫

πÕ°®“°π’È·≈â« „π æ.». ÚıÛÚ  ¿“°“™“¥‰∑¬‰¥â∑Ÿ≈‡°≈â“œ
∂«“¬‡À√’¬≠°“™“¥ √√‡ √‘≠·¥à ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ´÷Ëß
‡ªìπ‡À√’¬≠√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åª√–‡¿∑‡À√’¬≠∑’Ëæ√–√“™∑“π‡ªìπ∑’Ë√–≈÷° ·μà‡¥‘¡æ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–¡ß°ÿÆ‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ √â“ß‡ªìπ‡¢Á¡°≈—¥ ¡’
Õ—°…√æ√–ª√¡“¿‘‰∏¬¬àÕ ®ª√. «“ßÕ¬Ÿà°≈“ß∑—∫∫π‡§√◊ËÕßÀ¡“¬°“™“¥‡æ◊ËÕ√”≈÷°∂÷ß
æ√–¡À“°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑’Ë‰¥âæ√–√“™∑“π
°”‡π‘¥ ¿“Õÿ≥“‚≈¡·¥ßÀ√◊Õ ¿“°“™“¥‰∑¬„πªí®®ÿ∫—π ´÷Ëß„π√—™ ¡—¬æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâμ√“æ√–√“™∫—≠≠—μ‘«à“¥â«¬ ¿“°“™“¥‰∑¬
(©∫—∫∑’Ë Û) æ.». ÚıÚ °”Àπ¥„Àâ¡’‡À√’¬≠°“™“¥ √√‡ √‘≠ ÷́Ëß ¿“°“™“¥‰∑¬
®–¡Õ∫‡À√’¬≠π’È „Àâ·°àºŸâª√–°Õ∫§ÿ≥§«“¡¥’μ“¡¢âÕ∫—ß§—∫¢Õß ¿“°“™“¥‰∑¬
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(Special Class) of the Most Exalted Order of the White Elephant and the Knight

Grand Cordon (Special Class) of the Most Noble Order of the Crown of Thailand.

Both orders of the royal decoration are bestowed upon a person who has made great

contribution to the government or public causes as His Majesty the King deems

appropriate. From the time of King Bhumibol Adulyadejûs ascension to the throne

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has

consistently made the most distinguished contributions to the country.

On the auspicious occasion of the celebration of HRH Prin-

cess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindraûs fifth cycle birth-

day on May 24th, 1983, His Majesty the King graciously bestowed upon Her Royal

Highness the Ancient and Auspicious Order of the Nine Gems.

In 1989, the Thai Red Cross Society presented the Red

Cross Medal of Merit to HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas

Rajanagarindra. This is a royal decoration medal to be bestowed upon worthy

persons in recognition of their services. It was originally instituted by King Vajiravudh,

Rama VI, as a brooch with the royal monogram of Jor Por Ror appeared across the

Red Cross symbol in the centre of the brooch, in recognition of the benevolence of

King Chulalongkorn as the founder of the Unalom Daeng Society or the Thai Red

Cross Society now. During the present reign, His Majesty the King had the Act on

the Thai Red Cross Society (3rd Issue) proclaimed in 1959, establishing the Red

Cross Medal of Merit to be awarded to any person who meets the good conduct

requirements set by the Thai Red Cross Society.
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„π«—π∑’Ë Ò¯ °—π¬“¬π æ.». ÚıÛÛ  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π‡ªìπ
 ‘√‘¬‘Ëß√“¡°’√μ‘ ≈Ÿ°‡ ◊Õ ¥ÿ¥’™—Èπæ‘‡»… ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å∑’Ëæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–∫√¡√“™“πÿ≠“μ„Àâ
§≥–°√√¡°“√≈Ÿ°‡ ◊Õ·Ààß™“μ‘®—¥ √â“ß‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π‡ªìπ ‘√‘¬‘Ëß√“¡°’√μ‘
≈Ÿ°‡ ◊Õ ¥ÿ¥’™—Èπæ‘‡»…¢÷Èπ„π æ.». ÚıÛ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ ‘Ëß ”π÷°„πæ√–¡À“°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥¢Õß
æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–¡ß°ÿÆ‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑’Ë ‰¥âæ√–√“™∑“π°”‡π‘¥°‘®°“√≈Ÿ°‡ ◊Õ‰∑¬
§√∫ ˜ı ªï ·≈–‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπÕπÿ √≥å‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘ „π‚Õ°“ ¡À“¡ß§≈ ¡—¬
‡©≈‘¡æ√–™π¡æ√√…“æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«§√∫ ı √Õ∫ „π«—π∑’Ë ı ∏—π«“§¡
æ.». ÚıÛ ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åœ √“¡°’√μ‘π’È¡’™—Èπ‡¥’¬«

·≈–‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√ ∂“ªπ“‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åμ√–°Ÿ≈„À¡à¢÷Èπ¡“
Õ—π‰¥â·°à ‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥åÕ—π‡ªìπ∑’Ë √√‡ √‘≠¬‘Ëß¥‘‡√°§ÿ≥“¿√≥å  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥
¢Õßμ√–°Ÿ≈π’È §◊Õ ª∞¡¥‘‡√°§ÿ≥“¿√≥å (ª.¿.) ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ı ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯
æ√âÕ¡°—∫æ√–∫√¡«ß»“πÿ«ß»åÕ’° ˜ æ√–Õß§å
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Her Royal Highness was bestowed the Order of Symbolic

Propitiousness Ramakeerati Boy Scout Citation Special Class on September 18th,

1990. This is an order of royal decoration that King Bhumibol Adulyadej had

granted permission for its institution to the National Scout Organization of Thailand

in 1987 to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the founding of the Thai Boy

Scout Mission by King Vajiravudh. The institution of this order of royal decoration

was also initiated to commemorate the auspicious celebration of the fifth cycle

birthday of His Majesty the King on December 5th, 1987. There is only one grade

of the Order of Symbolic Propitiousness Ramakeerati Boy Scout Citation.

When the Most Admirable Order of the Direkgunabhorn was

initiated and instituted by His Majesty, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom

Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra was bestowed the highest class of this order, the

Knight Grand Cross (First Class) together with another seven members of the royal

family on December 5th, 1995.
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πÕ°®“°‡§√◊ËÕß√“™Õ‘ √‘¬“¿√≥å·≈–‡À√’¬≠μ√“μà“ßÊ ·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‰¥â√—∫
æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–¬»∑“ß∑À“√·≈–·μàßμ—Èß‡ªìππ“¬∑À“√æ‘‡»…‡ªìπ°√≥’æ‘‡»…‡ªìπ
≈”¥—∫¡“μ—Èß·μà æ.». ÚıÚ˜ - ªí®®ÿ∫—π ¥—ßπ’È

Ú˜ ¡’π“§¡ æ.». ÚıÚ˜ ‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–¬»∑À“√
‡ªìπæ—π‚∑À≠‘ß ·≈–‡ªìππ“¬∑À“√æ‘‡»…ª√–®”°√¡∑À“√¡â“∑’Ë Ò √—°…“æ√–Õß§å

ÚÙ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÚ˜ ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
„Àâæ—π‚∑À≠‘ß  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìπ√“™Õß§√—°…åæ‘‡»…
√—∫√“™°“√ πÕßæ√–‡¥™æ√–§ÿ≥

Û ¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π æ.». ÚıÚ˜ ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
„Àâæ—π‚∑À≠‘ß  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìππ“«“‚∑À≠‘ß π“«“
Õ“°“»‚∑À≠‘ß ·≈–π“¬∑À“√æ‘‡»… ª√–®”°Õßπ—°‡√’¬ππ“¬‡√◊Õ√—°…“æ√–Õß§å ‚√ß‡√’¬π
π“¬‡√◊Õ °√¡¬ÿ∑∏»÷°…“∑À“√‡√◊Õ ª√–®”°Õß∫—ß§—∫°“√ °√¡∑À“√√“∫∑’Ë Û √—°…“æ√–Õß§å
°√¡π“«‘°‚¬∏‘π ·≈–ª√–®”°Õßπ—°‡√’¬ππ“¬‡√◊ÕÕ“°“»√—°…“æ√–Õß§å ‚√ß‡√’¬ππ“¬‡√◊Õ
Õ“°“» °√¡¬ÿ∑∏»÷°…“∑À“√Õ“°“»

Ò˘ ¡°√“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛÚ  ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
æ√–√“™∑“π¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìπæ≈μ√’À≠‘ß æ≈‡√◊Õμ√’
À≠‘ß æ≈Õ“°“»μ√’À≠‘ß

æ √ – ¬ » ∑ À “ √
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 M i l i t a r y  R a n k s

Apart from the many royal decorations and medals bestowed

upon her, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra
has also received a number of special military ranks since 1984.

March 27th, 1984 Appointed Lieutenant Colonel and warrant

officer of the First Calvary Regiment (Kingûs Guard)

May 24th, 1984 Appointed warrant officer of the Kingûs Guard

June 2nd, 1984 Promoted to Commander, Wing Commander,

and warrant officer of the Royal Thai Naval Academy, the Naval Education Depart-

ment; the Third Infantry Regiment (Kingûs Guard) headquarters of the Marine Corps

Department; and the Air Cadet Division (Kingûs Guard) of the Royal Thai Air Force

Academy, the Directorate of Education and Training, Royal Thai Air Force.

January 19th, 1989 Promoted to Major General, Rear Admi-

ral, and Air Vice Marshall
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Ú ‡¡…“¬π æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
æ√–√“™∑“π¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìπæ≈‚∑À≠‘ß
æ≈‡√◊Õ‚∑À≠‘ß æ≈Õ“°“»‚∑À≠‘ß

Ò¯ æƒ»®‘°“¬π æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
æ√–√“™∑“π¬»∑À“√ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìππ“¬∑À“√
æ‘‡»…ª√–®”°√¡∑À“√√“∫∑’Ë Ò ¡À“¥‡≈Á°√—°…“æ√–Õß§å

ÚÚ ¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π æ.». ÚıÙ ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
æ√–√“™∑“π¬»∑À“√ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ‡ªìπæ≈‡Õ°À≠‘ß æ≈‡√◊Õ‡Õ°À≠‘ß æ≈Õ“°“»‡Õ°À≠‘ß °—∫
·μàßμ—Èß‡ªìππ“¬∑À“√æ‘‡»…ª√–®”°√¡π—°‡√’¬ππ“¬√âÕ¬√—°…“æ√–Õß§å ‚√ß‡√’¬ππ“¬√âÕ¬
æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“ ·≈–ª√–®”°Õßæ—π∑À“√Õ“°“»‚¬∏‘π√—°…“æ√–Õß§å‡ªìπ°√≥’æ‘‡»…
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April 20th, 1995 Promoted to Lieutenant General, Vice Ad-

miral, and Air Marshall

November 18th, 1995 Appointed warrant officer of the First

Infantry Regiment, the Kingûs Guard

June 22nd, 1997 Promoted to General, Admiral, and Air

Chief Marshall; and appointed warrant officer of the Army Cadet Regiment Kingûs

Guard of the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy and the RTAF Security

Forces.
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„π«—π∑’Ë ˆ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ˜Ú æ√√…“ Õ—π‡ªìπ«“√–¡ß§≈Õ’°«“√–Àπ÷Ëß
§◊Õ ∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ§√∫ ˆ √Õ∫π—°…—μ√ Õ—π‡ªìπ«“√–∑’Ë ”§—≠¬‘Ëßμ“¡§μ‘§«“¡‡™◊ËÕ
¢Õß§π‰∑¬·μà‚∫√“≥ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√„Àâ ∂“ªπ“
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ
‡®â“øÑ“μà“ß°√¡ΩÉ“¬„π ¡’æ√–π“¡®“√÷°μ“¡æ√– ÿæ√√≥∫—Ø«à“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ
‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ‡®â“π“¬
ΩÉ“¬„πæ√–Õß§å·√°·≈–æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«„π√—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π ∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫æ√–¡À“°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥
„Àâ¢÷Èπ∑√ß°√¡μ“¡·∫∫‚∫√“≥√“™ª√–‡æ≥’ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ°“√‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»Õ¬à“ß Ÿß ÿ¥

  ¡ ‡ ¥Á ® ‡ ®â “ øÑ “ œ  ° √ ¡ À ≈ « ß œ
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S o m d e t c h  C h a o  F a  K r o m  L u a n g

According to the traditional Thai belief, the sixth cycle birth-

day is considered one of the most auspicious occasions, therefore, when HRH

Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra turned 72

years old on May 6th, 1995 His Majesty the King had graciously elevated Her

Royal Highness the rank and title of Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa

Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra which is the official

title inscribed in a golden plate.

Her Royal Highness is the first and the only female member

of the royal family to be granted the Krom title under the traditional court practice.

It is one of the most illustrious honour bestowed upon her.







 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å

ª√–°“»

¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ ª.√.

æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√¡‘π∑√¡À“¿Ÿ¡‘æ≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ ¡À‘μ≈“∏‘‡∫»√√“¡“∏‘∫¥’ ®—°√’
πƒ∫¥‘π∑√  ¬“¡‘π∑√“∏‘√“™ ∫√¡π“∂∫æ‘μ√

¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√‚ª√¥‡°≈â“‚ª√¥°√–À¡àÕ¡„Àâª√–°“»«à“ ‚¥¬∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–
√“™¥”√‘«à“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’Õ—π π‘∑·μà
æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬« ∑’Ë ‰¥â∑√ß√à«¡ ÿ¢√à«¡∑ÿ°¢å°—π¡“·μà¬—ß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å ∑—Èß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë∑√ß‡§“√æπ—∫∂◊Õ„π∞“π–
∑’Ë∑√ß¡’Õÿª°“√§ÿ≥¡“·μàÀπÀ≈—ß ¥—ß¡’¢âÕ§«“¡ª√“°ØÕ¬Ÿà „πª√–°“» ∂“ªπ“‡ªìπ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ
‡®â“øÑ“ π—Èπ·≈â« μàÕ¡“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °Á¬—ß„ΩÉæ√–Àƒ∑—¬¡—Ëπ§ßÕ¬Ÿà¡‘‰¥â
∑Õ¥∑‘Èß„πÕÿª°“√°‘®∑’Ë¡’·°àæ√–Õß§å ‚¥¬‡®μ®”πß¡ÿàßÀ¡“¬·μà®–„Àâ∑√ßæ√–‡°…¡ ÿ¢ ·≈–∑√ßæ√–‡®√‘≠
¬‘Ëß¥â«¬æ√–√“™Õ‘ √‘¬¬»„π¡‰À»Ÿ√¬ ¡∫—μ‘ ‰¥â∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®·∑πæ√–Õß§å„πÀ≈“¬«“√– ·≈–∑√ß
√—∫‡ªìπæ√–∏ÿ√–„π°“√ à«πæ√–Õß§å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’„Àâ¥”‡π‘π≈ÿ≈à«ß‰ª¥â«¬§«“¡‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ ∑—Èß‰¥â
ªØ‘∫—μ‘«—Ø∞“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’Õ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥„π∑’Ë∑ÿ° ∂“π ·≈–√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ßæ√–ª√–™«√
‚¥¬¡‘‰¥â¡’§«“¡‡∫◊ËÕÀπà“¬¬àÕÀ¬àÕπ ¥â«¬¡’æ√–ª√– ß§å®–·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™¿“√– ∑”„Àâ∑√ß§≈“¬æ√–√“™°—ß«≈
·≈–«“ßæ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬„π°“√ à«π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰¥â‡ªìπÕ—π¡“°

πÕ°®“°π—Èπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ¬—ß¡’æ√–Àƒ∑—¬∑’Ë‡ªïò¬¡
‰ª¥â«¬æ√–‡¡μμ“°√ÿ≥“ ª√“√∂π“∑’Ë®–„Àâª√–™“™π∑ÿ°™π™—Èπ‰¥â¡’«‘™“§«“¡√Ÿâ ¡’∞“π–§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà ·≈–¡’
 ÿ¢¿“æÕπ“¡—¬∑’Ë¥’∂â«πÀπâ“ ®÷ß∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–√—∫‡ªìπÕ“®“√¬å ÕπÕ¬Ÿà „π ∂“∫—πÕÿ¥¡»÷°…“μà“ßÊ ‚¥¬
¡‘‰¥â∑√ß§‘¥‡ÀÁπ·°à§«“¡‡Àπ◊ËÕ¬¬“° ∑—Èß∑√ß√—∫‡ªìπæ√–∏ÿ√–∫√‘À“√°Õß∑ÿπ°“√°ÿ»≈ ¡‡¥Á®¬à“ ∑√ß‡ªìπ



Somdetch Chao Fa Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra

A Royal Promulgation

By His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej Por.Ror.

Phra Bat Somdetch Phra Paramindra Maha Bhumibol Adulyadej Mahitala Dhibesra

Rama Dhibodi Chakri Naribodindra Sayamindra Dhiraj Barommanath Bobitra, has graciously issued

a proclamation that Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana, his only elder sister,

has been His Majesty the Kingûs constant companion since his early days and His Majesty the King

has professed his respect and appreciation of her past benevolence in the previous royal proclamation to

elevate HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana to the rank of Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa.

Since then HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana has continued to devote herself to the promotion of the

happiness, well-being, and honour of His Majesty the King and has represented him on many occasions.

Her Royal Highness has also been responsible for the efficient operation of the personal affairs of HRH

the Princess Mother and has been attentive to her personal care, especially during her sickness. These

acts have taken away some of His Majesty the Kingûs personal obligations and had curtailed much of

his worry and concern for HRH the Princess Motherûs well-being.

In addition, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana has always been committed to the

betterment of the education, living conditions, and health care services of the people. She has been

teaching at many tertiary education institutes with incessant dedication and has taken on the responsi-

bility of overseeing the operation of the many charity foundations under the patronage of the Princess

Mother. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana has presided over the Kidney Foundation of Thailand since



ª√–∏“π¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ ‚√§‰μ¡“·μà·√°‡√‘Ë¡ ·≈–∑√ß√—∫¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘μ≈Õ¥®π ¡“§¡Õ◊ËπÊ ∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫°“√»÷°…“
°“√ —ß§¡ ß‡§√“–Àå ·≈–°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ ‰«â „πæ√–Õÿª∂—¡¿åÕ’°‡ªìπ®”π«π¡“° ‰¥â∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘∫√‘À“√
°Õß∑ÿπ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∑’Ë∑√ß‡ªìπª√–∏“π·≈–∫√‘À“√Õ¬Ÿà ‚¥¬‡μÁ¡æ√– μ‘°”≈—ßª√’™“ “¡“√∂ ·≈–‰¥âæ√–√“™∑“π
§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õπ“π—ª°“√·°à¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·≈– ¡“§¡∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà „πæ√–Õÿª∂—¡¿å ∑”„Àâ°‘®°“√μà“ßÊ ¢Õß°Õß∑ÿπ ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘
·≈– ¡“§¡‡À≈à“π—Èπ ¥”‡π‘π°â“«Àπâ“¡“¥â«¬§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß ·≈–°àÕ‡°‘¥ª√–‚¬™πå·°àª√–‡∑»™“μ‘·≈–ª√–™“™π
Õ¬à“ß„À≠àÀ≈«ß æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥¥â“ππ’È‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…å‡¥àπ™—¥ ¥â«¬‡Àμÿπ’È  ∂“∫—πÕÿ¥¡»÷°…“„πª√–‡∑»·≈–
Õß§å°“√√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»¡“°·Ààß ®÷ß‰¥â∂«“¬ª√‘≠≠“¥ÿ…Æ’∫—≥±‘μ°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï„π “¢“«‘™“μà“ßÊ ·≈–‡À√’¬≠
 ¥ÿ¥’æ√–°‘μμ‘§ÿ≥

¡“∫—¥π’È  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ∑√ß‡®√‘≠¥â«¬«—  “¬ÿ°“≈
«—¬«ÿ≤‘ °Õª√¥â«¬æ√–Õ—∏¬“»—¬´◊ËÕμ√ß ¥”√ßæ√–Õß§å¡—ËπÕ¬Ÿà „π ÿ®√‘μ∏√√¡ —¡¡“®“√’ ¡’§«“¡°μ—≠êŸ°μ‡«∑’
‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ∑—Èß∑√ßæ√–§ÿ≥·°à∫â“π‡¡◊Õßª√“°ØÕ¬Ÿà‡ªìπÕ‡π°ª√‘¬“¬  ¡§«√∑’Ë®– ∂“ªπ“æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬»—°¥‘Ï
„Àâ Ÿß¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬Õπÿ‚≈¡μ“¡·∫∫Õ¬à“ß‚∫√“≥√“™ª√–‡æ≥’

®÷ß¡’æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√¥”√—  —Ëß„Àâ ∂“ªπ“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“μà“ß°√¡ΩÉ“¬„π ¡’æ√–π“¡®“√÷°μ“¡æ√– ÿæ√√≥∫—Ø
«à“  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ¢Õ®ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ
æ√√≥  ÿ¢ æ≈ ªØ‘¿“≥ §ÿ≥ “√ ¡∫—μ‘  √√æ ‘√‘ «— ¥‘Ïæ‘æ—≤π¡ß§≈ Õ‘∞»ÿ¿º≈∏π “√ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å «√‡°’¬√μ‘
§ÿ≥Õ¥ÿ≈¬¬» ª√“°Ø¬—Ëß¬◊ππ“π ‡∑Õ≠

ª√–°“» ≥ «—π∑’Ë ̂  æƒ…¿“§¡ æÿ∑∏»—°√“™ ÚıÛ¯ ‡ªìπªï∑’Ë ı „π√—™°“≈ªí®®ÿ∫—π

ª√–°“»„π√“™°‘®®“πÿ‡∫°…“ ‡≈à¡ ÒÒÚ μÕπæ‘‡»… ÒÙ ß «—π∑’Ë ˆ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ Àπâ“ Ò-Û



its inception and has taken many foundations and associations related to the causes of education, social welfare

and public health under her patronage. She has conscientiously managed the foundations that she chairs and

has provided valuable assistance to other foundations and associations under her patronage which has

contributed so much to their development, progress and benefits to the people and the country. Her distin-

guished achievement in the field of education has been widely recognized by many tertiary educational institutes

both in the country and overseas as is evident from the many honorary degrees in various disciplines and from

the numerous medals of honour that she has received.
At present, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana is blessed with seniority, honesty, and

benevolence. She has made immense contributions to national development and stability so much so that she
deserves to be elevated to higher rank and title in the ancient tradition of the court.

His Majesty the King, therefore, graciously elevated Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther
Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana to Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa rank with a Krom title for the
female members of the royal family. Her present rank and title appear in her inscribed golden name plate as
Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra. May
HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra be blessed with longevity, beauty,
strength, wisdom, and prosperity of immense magnitude for the time to come.

Promulgated on May 6th, B.E. 2538 in the fiftieth year of the present reign.

Promulgated in the Royal Gazette, Vol. 112, Special edition 14Ngor., dated May 6th, B.E. 2538 (1995),
pp. 1-3.
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„π°“√π’È æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
„Àâª√–°Õ∫æ√–√“™æ‘∏’®“√÷°æ√–π“¡„πæ√– ÿæ√√≥∫—Ø ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ú˜ ‡¡…“¬π æ.».
ÚıÛ¯ ≥ æ√–Õÿ‚∫ ∂«—¥æ√–»√’√—μπ»“ ¥“√“¡ ·≈–‡¡◊ËÕ«—π‡ “√å∑’Ë ̂  æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.».
ÚıÛ¯ ∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ ª√–°Õ∫æ√–√“™æ‘∏’ ∂“ªπ“ ≥ æ√–∫√¡¡À“√“™«—ß
¥—ßª√“°Ø√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥ ¥—ßπ’È

«—π‡ “√å∑’Ë ̂  æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ‡«≈“ Òˆ.Ú˘ π. æ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π“ß‡®â“ ‘√‘°‘μ‘Ï æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂ ‡ ¥Á®
æ√–√“™¥”‡π‘π‚¥¬√∂¬πμåæ√–∑’Ëπ—Ëß æ√âÕ¡¥â«¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡‚Õ√ “∏‘√“™œ  ¬“¡
¡°ÿÆ√“™°ÿ¡“√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ√—μπ√“™ ÿ¥“œ  ¬“¡∫√¡√“™°ÿ¡“√’ æ√–‡®â“«√«ß»å‡∏Õ
æ√–Õß§å‡®â“‚ ¡ «≈’ æ√–«√√“™“∑‘π—¥¥“¡“μÿ ·≈–æ√–‡®â“À≈“π‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“
æ—™√°‘μ‘¬“¿“ ®“°æ√–μ”Àπ—°®‘μ√≈¥“√‚À∞“π æ√–√“™«—ß¥ÿ ‘μ ‰ª„π°“√æ√–√“™æ‘∏’
 ∂“ªπ“æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬»—°¥‘Ï·≈–∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–√“™°ÿ»≈©≈Õßæ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ˆ √Õ∫  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ≥ æ√–∑’Ëπ—ËßÕ¡√‘π∑√«‘π‘®©—¬ „πæ√–∫√¡
¡À“√“™«—ß

§√—Èπ‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™¥”‡π‘π∂÷ßæ√–∑’Ëπ—ËßÕ¡√‘π∑√«‘π‘®©—¬ ∑√ß®ÿ¥
∏Ÿª‡§√◊ËÕßπ¡— °“√∫Ÿ™“æ√–æÿ∑∏ªØ‘¡“™—¬«—≤πå ∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ∑√ß®ÿ¥∏Ÿª‡∑’¬π‡§√◊ËÕßπ¡— °“√∫Ÿ™“æ√–√—μπμ√—¬
∑√ß®ÿ¥‡∑’¬πæ√–¡À“¡ß§≈‡∑’¬π‡∑à“æ√–Õß§å ·≈–∏Ÿª‡∑’¬π∫Ÿ™“æ√–æÿ∑∏√Ÿª ‡∑«√Ÿª
æ√–‡§√“–Àå ·≈â«æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßª√–‡§πæ—¥∑’Ë√–≈÷°©≈Õßæ√–™π¡“¬ÿ
ˆ √Õ∫  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
·¥à ¡‡¥Á®æ√–≠“≥ —ß«√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√– —ß¶√“™ °≈¡À“ —ß¶ª√‘≥“¬°  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™“
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An inscription of the golden name plate ceremony for Somdetch

Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas

Rajanagarindra was held in the Royal Chapel of the Temple of the Emerald Buddha

on April 27th, 1995, and the Investiture Ceremony of her Krom title was held on

May 6th, 1995 at the Grand Palace. The details of the Investiture Ceremony are as

follows:

On Saturday May 6th, 1995, at 4.29 p.m., Their Majesties

the King and Queen accompanied by HRH Crown Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn,

HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, HRH Princess Somsavali, and HRH

Princess Bajra Kitiyabha attended a religious ceremony to celebrate the sixth cycle

birthday of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana and an Investiture Ceremony of her

title at the Amarindra Vinijchai Hall in the Grand Palace.

Their Majesties the King and Queen lit the ceremonial incense

sticks in homage to the Buddha Patima Chaiyavat Buddha image and graciously

granted HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana the task of lighting the ceremonial candles

and incense sticks in homage to the Triple Gems, an auspicious candle of Her Royal

Highnessû height as well as the candles and incenses in homage to other Buddha

images and statues. His Majesty the King offered the special Buddhist monkûs

sermon fans, that were specially crafted to commemorate HRH Princess Galyani

Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindraûs sixth cycle birthday, to the

Supreme Patriarch, the Buddhist monks of Somdetch rank, and other 73 Buddhist
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§≥– æ√–√“™“§≥– ̃ Û √Ÿª ·≈â«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „ÀâÕ“≈—°…≥å°Õßª√–°“»‘μ
 ”π—°‡≈¢“∏‘°“√§≥–√—∞¡πμ√’ Õà“πª√–°“»æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√ ∂“ªπ“æ√–Õ‘ √‘¬»—°¥‘Ï
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ®∫
æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«æ√–√“™∑“ππÈ”æ√–¡À“ —ß¢å·≈–æ√–√“™∑“πæ√– ÿæ√√≥∫—Ø
¢≥–π—Èπæ√– ß¶å ˜Û √Ÿª ¡’ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–≠“≥ —ß«√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√– —ß¶√“™ °≈¡À“ —ß¶
ª√‘≥“¬° ‡ªìπª√–∏“π‡®√‘≠™—¬¡ß§≈§“∂“ æ√“À¡≥å‡ªÉ“ —ß¢å æπ—°ß“π·°«àß∫—≥‡±“–«å
™“«æπ—°ß“πª√–‚§¡¶âÕß™—¬  —ß¢å ·μ√ ¥ÿ√‘¬“ß§å ·≈â« æ√– ß¶å‡®√‘≠æ√–æÿ∑∏¡πμå
©≈Õßæ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å ®∫·≈â« ∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ‡®â“æπ—°ß“πÕ“√“∏π“  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–≠“≥ —ß«√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√– —ß¶√“™ °≈¡À“ —ß¶ª√‘≥“¬°∂«“¬æ√–∏√√¡‡∑»π“
æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–π“ß‡®â“œ æ√–∫√¡√“™‘π’π“∂ ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ß®ÿ¥∏Ÿª
‡∑’¬π‡§√◊ËÕß∑√ß∏√√¡  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–≠“≥ —ß«√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√– —ß¶√“™ °≈¡À“ —ß¶ª√‘≥“¬°
∂«“¬æ√–∏√√¡‡∑»π“ ®∫

∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ßª√–‡§π®μÿªí®®—¬‰∑¬∏√√¡
‡§√◊ËÕß°—≥±å‡∑»πå·≈–‰∑¬∏√√¡∂«“¬æ√– ß¶å æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«·≈–
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ßÀ≈—Ëß∑—°…‘‚≥∑° æ√– ß¶å∂«“¬Õπÿ‚¡∑π“ ∂«“¬Õ¥‘‡√° ∂«“¬æ√–æ√≈“ ·≈â«‡ ¥Á®
æ√–√“™¥”‡π‘π°≈—∫
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monks of high ranks, after which His Majesty the King permitted the reading of the

royal promulgation on the creation of the Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao

Fa Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra royal title. His

Majesty the King, then, poured lustrous water from the royal conch shell and

presented the golden name plate to HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang

Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra while a group of 73 Buddhist monks led by the

Supreme Patriarch chanted blessing prayer, the Brahmin priest sounded a conch

shell, and other officials played auspicious musical pieces. After the monks ended

the birthday celebration blessing, Their Majesties the King and Queen and HRH

Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra lit the candles

and incense sticks before inviting the Supreme Patriarch to deliver a sermon to the

congregation. The Investiture Ceremony thus ended with the completion of this

sermon.

His Majesty the King granted HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana

Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra permission to present the ritual offerings

for the sermon and religious services to the monks. His Majesty the King and HRH

Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra poured the

ceremonial water while the monks chanted their blessing. The royals took their leave

after the monks finished their chants and left.
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«—π∑’Ë ˆ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». Úıı  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ ˜ √Õ∫ ¯Ù æ√–™—π…“ ‡ªìπ¡À“¡ß§≈
Õ—πæ‘‡»…¢Õßæ√–ªî¬‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’·Ààßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ºŸâ∑√ß‡ªìπ
æ√–∫√¡«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à„πæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«‰¥â∑√ß¡’
æ√–∫√¡√“™‚Õß°“√„Àâ®—¥ß“πæ√–√“™æ‘∏’∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–√“™°ÿ»≈·≈–∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“
‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡∑æ√—μπ√“™ ÿ¥“œ  ¬“¡∫√¡√“™°ÿ¡“√’ ‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™¥”‡π‘π
·∑πæ√–Õß§å ‰ª∑√ßª√–°Õ∫æ√–√“™æ‘∏’‡©≈‘¡©≈Õß ¡‚¿™ ≥ æ√–Õÿ‚∫ ∂«—¥æ√–»√’
√—μπ»“ ¥“√“¡ ∑—Èß¿“§√—∞·≈–‡Õ°™π°Á‰¥âæ√âÕ¡„®°—π®—¥°‘®°√√¡‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘
·´à́ âÕß πâÕ¡‡°≈â“πâÕ¡°√–À¡àÕ¡∂«“¬‡ªìπ√“™ —°°“√–Õ¬à“ßæ√—Ëßæ√âÕ¡¥â«¬§«“¡®ß√—°
¿—°¥’„π«“√–¡À“¡ß§≈π’È¥â«¬

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ßª√–°Õ∫æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®≈â«π·≈â«·μà∑√ß§ÿ≥§à“§«√·°à°“√™◊Ëπ™¡
·≈– √√‡ √‘≠„πæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥Õ—ππ”¡“´÷Ëß§«“¡¬‘π¥’¢Õßª«ß™π · ¥ß∂÷ß∫∑∫“∑·≈–
Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õßæ√–√“™«ß»å„π°“√∑”§«“¡¥’μàÕ·ºàπ¥‘π ‡ªìπ·π«∑“ß∑’Ëª√–™“™π®–‰¥â√–≈÷°
∂÷ß∫∑∫“∑¢Õßμπ„π°“√∑”§«“¡¥’μàÕª√–‡∑»™“μ‘μ“¡ ¡§«√·°à∞“π–
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May 6th, 2007 was an especially auspicious occasion as it

marked the seventh cycle birthday of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang

Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra, the beloved elder sister of His Majesty the King and

a senior member of the royal family. His Majesty the King held a religious ceremony

to bless the occasion and granted HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn permis-

sion to represent him at this ceremony in the Royal Chapel of the Temple of the

Emerald Buddha. The cabinet members, government officials and the private sectors

joined forces in the organizing of many activities to mark this auspicious occasion

and to demonstrate their gratitude to HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang

Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra.

Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa Galyani Vadhana

Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has constantly been involved in numerous

royal duties and projects that have brought joy and happiness to her people. She has

been an impeccable role model of the royal benevolence, commitment and contribu-

tion to the benefits of the country and the people; her commendable royal conduct

should be a reminder for all Thai people to realize their appropriate roles in the

betterment of the country.
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